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WILSON OPPOSED THAT NONE OFP THE l V LO 0TO VANDERLIP
RELATIONS WITH WM STRAINED
TO THE BREAKING POINT BY EVENTS
FOLLOWING THE RETURN OF DIAZ
WITHIN THE DA SON 1 INE STILLPLA
LIVES IS BELIEF OF RESCUEPRESIDENT PREFERS THE AD
MINISTRATION CURRENCY
nan. rtnnlt.a Hnna Tho T'nitor! i o
number of lawyers in the body. He
UNITED STATES PREPARES F THINKS IT AOEOIJATE
IT IS HIS BELIEF THAT MEASURE
explained that the statement was
made in general terms, that the su-
preme court had ruled against the
liquor traffic as a business.
"They have practically declared itBEFORE SENATE WILL HELP
BUSINESS it unconstitutional, have they not?"
he asked his objectors. -
"Kn. no." thAv hrvrnc!pH nnrt thpn
EVENTUALITIES, AND SERIOUS
BREACH IS NOT UNEXPECTED
States has; aiot taken Into account
that at the back of England there
ara many, other nations Interested in
the solution of the Mexican problem.
On this line it is known absolutely
that three chancelleries are working
in perfect accord namely, those of
! ondon, Paris and Berlin. Back of
them are the great European allian-
ces and the Anglo-Japanes- alliance.
It would be neither diplomatic nor
prudent to defy these great nations."
The newspaper quotes various Lon-
don newspapers, the following extract
being credited to the Daily Graphic:
"If England does not oppose the
FATALITIES RESULTING FROM
WEDNESDAY'S EXPLOSION ARE
EXPECTED TO AGGREGATE 263
Poisonous Gases Fill the Galleries, Making;
Work of Rescue a Difficult Task
MMITI EE iiOLOS HEARING Governor Baldwin stated 'his objec
PARKER WILLIS OF NEW YORK
PRAISES THE PROPOSED
LEGISLATIONHuerta's Attitude Is Becoming Unbearable
Under His New Role as Dictator expansionist policy of the North
American she will lose th .on,-- 1 Washington, Oct. it-Pres- ident
tions. '
"This is a proposition," said Gov-
ernor Baldwin, "to have the council
change its specialty from religion to
political science. It is beyond the
province of the council to promote
any amendment to the constitution
of the United States. We may pledge
ourselves and our churches, but this
amendment, to the federal constitu-
tion is contrary to the genius of gov-
ernment. Home rule is the founda-
tion of the government. Let the
states regulate and not the' United
States."
merce she-ha- with Mexico and Cen-lWils- is uncompromisingly opposed
bill submitted bvtrnl AmAi-- Tt 1a tW t1,0 10 lne Currency
RIVAL IIAV FLV TO AMERICAN PROTECTION Tii'O BEUIETBEN-- HEET- DEATH TRYING TO HELP
efforts of the Americans are direct-
ed to secure a rich oil field and if
possible the control of the traffic of
the Tehuantepec railway, the victor-
ious rival of the Panama canal."
Press criticisms of the recent utter
Frank A. Vanderlip, president of the
National City Bank of New York, as
a substitute for the administration
plan. '
The president let it be known that
he Was earnestly - and unqualifiedly
in favor of the main features of theances of Sir Lionel Carden regarding LUCKY FOR JESSIEWashington's lack of understanding administration bill. He declared that
Their Bodies Are Recovered, Together with Those'of tbeSuprrin-tende- nt
and Rich Young New York Stockholders.by Govern-
ment Mine Crew Scene About the Manway is One that
Bripgs Tears to the Eyes of Beholders Funerals
of Victims Are Held
This Is Expected to Cause a Grave Complication if the Provisional
President Asks for His Surrender to the Existing Government
Offiaials Foreign Nations to Be Warned to Keep Their
Fingers Out of the Situation President Wilson
and Secretary Bryan Prepare a Statement
Washington, Oct. 24. Congress- -of conditions in Mexico do not ap--1 ne Believed tbat the plan provided in
pear to have much affected the Brit-!th- e house till was In every vay suit-- 1 an informal meeting called
today by Republican Leader Mann,ed to existing conditions of business.
Washington, Oct. 24. Develop-
ments of a few hours today in the
and was itlculated to render tha
business of
.the cotnfry a great ser-
vice
The Vanderlin plan, which contem-
plates a central bunk under goveriv
ment control, was reported today to
have the endorsement, of three demo-
cratic senators and five republicans.
With the government central bank
plan 'proposed yesterday-b- Frank A.
selected Speaker Champ Clark chair-
man of a committee to select a wed-
ding gift for Miss Jessie Wilson.
"How much shall we chip in?" ask-
ed Mr. Mann. "Will five dollars a
member be too high?"
"No, no," chorused democrats, re-
publicans and progressives, as they
handed over their 'money.
The membership of the house is
4.12. All contributing, the wedding
ish minister to Mexico. He appears
(o rejard the matter as an unwar-
ranted controversy, with which he de-
clines to have anything to do.
Sir Lionel explained his views at
some length to the Associated Press
today, but firmly declined to be quot-
ed again. He drew a distinction be-
tween the views held hy him as an
individual and those he held as" an
official of his government, but since
the puUic, he said, could not or would
not. distinguish between Ibcw, hebe-lie've- d
it wise to. withhold finy furth-
er opinions.
has taken a moment's rest or eaten a
substantial meal until, with nerves
completely exhausted, they have
dropped in their tracks and been car-Tie- d
to the emergency hospital. After
an hour or two under a physician's
care they go back to work.
Funerals Held Today
Funerals Jor many of the dead min
Dawson, N. M Oct. 24 The first
government rescue car reached here
shortly after 8 o'clock this morning.
The crews were hurriedly equipped
with helmets and sent into Stag Can-
on mine No. 2 in search of Helmet-me- n
James LurMi and William Poisa,
believed to have been killed by poi-
sonous gages, after. an accident that
caused them to remove their helmets.
Vanderlip, available '.as.; an amend
liH thO ' " )' 1,1,1 tOTiU f,lUU. VIMl ers were he'id jate leO,pv.ment to the atoiiiusypnsenate banking committee ThA ' irnvpi n kth r -- u -- s tin- -hurried 1b P" i m.n ,i..'sn ui?it- -
mined.
Coffins
t ) t
Ml tl- -
for the eigh.enth chalong its hearings today, expecting to
were such that he could take the re-
turned leader in if it seemed neces-
sary.
Although, in international law, the
American consulate has not extra ter-
ritoriality rights, it was pointed out
here that morally the Mexican auth-
orities would have no right to invade
the American precincts- - to arrest
Diaz.'
. ..;
.4.
Nine batlcships ofthe Atlantic
fleet sail tomorrow from 'Hampton
Roads for their Mediterranean cruise,
according to original plans. They
will be in constant communication
with the powerful wireless station
here, at leas! until next Thursday
It was stated officially, however, that
theysail without any orders except
to proceed to their Mediterranean
destinations. '
Predications as to the course the
United States would pursue varied
a half miles underTt was easy to observe that Siir formally end examination of witness- - ground fioia the ,fl ropojl0o,t ...it, hiportal. It was at this point, that LurLionel Carden was not fully in accord
relations between the United States
and Mexico emphasized a gravity of
affairs more ominous than at any
time since President. Wilson's admin-
istration began.
Absolute silence is the order in
official quarters.
The release uf the Ward" liner
Moro Castle after peremptory de-
mands by the United States, termin-
ated a delicate situation.- - Orders
were in preparation to the command-
ers of the American warships lying
off Vera Cruz to insist on her re-
lease.
A statement was in preparation to-
day by Secretary Bryan and Counsel-
lor John Bassett Moore, which Sec-
retary Bryan brought to the White
House for the 'president's approval
No intimation al to its contents was
revealed, but there was every reason
to believe that before many hours
had passed a notice by the United
RECONCILIATION HOPED FOR
London, Oct. 24. General William
Bramwell Booth, head of the Salvawith;
the policy of .Washington and it
was apparent that he thought the Brit
tion Army, sails for America tomor
following identified: --
DOMINICA- SANTL
ROCCO ARMEDA.
CARLO SANTI.
ANSELMO SERFINI. r
JOS MICHELLI.
DALZOTB FIETRO.
dl and Poisa, with two companions,
were searching for the body of Gen-
eral Superintendent William McDer-mot- t
and perhaps at least 100 more
miners, who were believed to have
been in that part of the mine when
es tomorrow.
H. Parker Willis of New York, who
acted as expert for the house com-itte-e
In the preparation of the admin-
istration bill, was the principal wit-
ness today. He defended the meas-
ure generally.
It became known today that the
committee has been considering such
a plan as Mr. Vanderlip's for weeks,
(n addition to his proposals members
ish government entiled to have a
policy of its own and that he saw no
reason for following that of the Uni-
ted. States if -- that policy should be
Regarded as not for the best inter-
ests of the British nation.
Wednesday's explosion occurred,
row-o- n his first visit to the United
States, where he expects to secure
some American Salvationists as vol-
unteers for China, where the work
of the Salvation Army is to be in-
creased.
While in New York General Booth
may meet his brother, BalUngton
Booth, but it is felt here that all
The accident to the helmetmen
England Expects no Breach
caused a feeling of terror among oth-
ers to the point where only volun-
teers were sent into the mine. Con-
fidence was somewhat restored bv
greatly in administration circles. Sug London, Oct. 24. Rather divergent of the committee have asked two oth--
LISTA BRUGIONI.
GIOVANNI NIZZI.
SANTI LUGI.
ERNEST GIANIVEhfJ.
Looking for Resellers
Volunteers today are searching
Stag Canon mine No. 2 for two hei
meted rescuers who are lost and it is
believed deaL Two comrades of thai
gestions that the United States might
views on the Mexican situation were ' er currency experts to formulate cen- -
One devised byexpress'd in the ndon newspapers tral bank plans.duct an election, as was done in Cuba,
hopes of a reconcilitailon will be fu-tit-
unless the Volunteers of Ameri-
ca make the first advances.today.
While ' the news, consisting Charles A. Conant of New York haswere advanced in many quarters j
the arrival of the government crew,
which immediately entered'the work-
ings. ' '
After considerable time under-
ground the crew had been unable to
of dispatches from Washington and, already been received today. It iswith some degree of authoritative-- NTaw York dpRfrihuH affairs as aeri-- ; almiinr In ninnu norf in th Vnti- -
ness. j (... . .......j .,...,J -m.. TTnifoi ,. v, ro.iOU8, the editorials, based on a state--1 derlip plan. Professor Jeremiah W. missing men were rescued after beingiovercome by poisonous gases, ...WANT CLOTHES REFORMEDPueblo. Col.; Oct. 24. The Mother's reach the eighteenth chamber.ment published in the Times, the
first authorized version of British pol- -quired
to back up measures and pol- -
iriAR In
.hpinc taken Intn fnnRwtera- - Because of the Increased presence
States that It will not brook Euro-
pean interference in Mexico by the
warships dispatched tot) Mexicani wa-
ters by the various 'foreign - govern-
ments would be proclaimed.
It Is understood also 'that the Uni-
ted States, by that same statement,
will reiterate the American policy
that only governments founded on
constitutional law and order will be
recognized on the western hemi-
sphere.
The situation has assumed such as-
pects that it was considered' possible
that President Wilson might cancel
Congress of Colorado, in session here,
today adopted resolutions condemning
immodesty in women's dress and ask-
ing that designers "combine, artistic
value, practical worth and modesty of
thought in designs for women's wear-
ing apparel." The resolutions declare
for a single standard of morality for
men and women, favor a course of
administration lc Given out to an English newspa- -tion by officials, and Per and whIch colnclded witn the s'while there is no comment to indicate
. sociated Press dispatches and can hethe trend of affairs, there is unmis- -
summed up as pro-Briti- and nottakable evidence that high officials
were inclined to theare prepared for any eventuality. belief that the friction between theAs Secretary Bryan went to ennfer- -
of carbon dioxide gas in the mine,
which has permeated chambers where
the air was comparatively pure late
last night, the government rescuers
confident that no more men are alive,
have changed their method of attack
and devoted their entire energies to
directing air currents to drive out the
poisonous gases. ,
Jenks also has been requested to
frame one.
Senator BrlBtow said today it was
probable that the committee would
embrace the central bank plan in Its
report.
"If the bill as reported does not
provide for Buch a plan the fight will
be carried to the floor of the sen-
ate," said he:
Frank I. Kent, vice president of the
Bankers' Trust Company of New
York, testified today.
ence with President Wilson just af-
ter noon, he was asked to say defin- -
i iiuea iait anu jungiana is un-
likely to disturb the generally good
relations between the countries.at the last moment his trip to Mo- - jtely .whether Consul Canada's
Ala. He had planned to leave j structions were broad ' enough to in- -
The four men were of a crew of
ten who entered the mine at 4 o'clock
this morning. At the sixteenth rooi
the crew divided and four of then
pushed on Into the eighteenth room
at the face of the mine. Two of
these, James Lurdi and William Poisa
were walking ahead when roclcs be-
gan to fall. They were burled In 1ha
debris and their fellows struggled to
rescue them.
Upon being pulled out of the mass
of rocks and dirt, Lurdi and Poisa
are said to have become frightened
and removed their helmets. This ac-
tion confused their rescuers, who,,
frightened by the continued fall of
debris and hampered by their nd
equipment, also jerked off their
helmets and ran Into the entry cut
of the eighteenth room. There they
were overcome by poisonous gases,
but the members of the other division,
of the crew finally brought theui to?
the surface alive. ;
Walter Kerr, one of the rescued
study for schools to teach he evil
effects of tobacco and liquor, oppose
wars and protest against the sale of
cigarettes to the youth of Colorado.
WANTS MORE SHIPS
Washington, Oct. 24. Representa-
tive Detirick, of Massachusetts, Intro
The probable deathlist, with which
the fatal accident to the two helmet-men- ,
was increased to 263 today and
at noon the number of men rescued
alive remained at 23.
Forty-Thre- e Bodies Recovered
early tomorrow and be gone until
Tuesday night. There was doubt in
the president's mind today whether
he could afford to leave Washington
at this time.
elude the granting of asylum to
members of General Felix Diaz's
staff. He replied that asylum would
be accorded to any one who sought
It.
PROHIBITION FAVORED
Diaz Not to Be Molested
Mexico City, Oct. 24. There is no j
intention on the part of the Huerta j
government to molest General Felix
Diaz, according to Querido Moheno,
minister for foreign affairs. Senor j
Moheno said today .that General Diaz
was at liberty to come to the capital j
when he chose.
Chairman Bacon of the senate for-- L Aftef Secretary Bryan had con V BIO DENOMINATION A total of 43 bodies has been re-covered from the workings and mosteign relations committee conferred ferred at length with President Wil- -
at the state department and White son he gave out a dispatch received
House.' He declared that while the from Charge O'Shatignncnsy describ-Unite- d
States would always like to ing Huerta's conference with the dip--
duced today a resolution directing the
naval committee to report a bill to
appropriate for an immediate begin-
ning on a "squadron of four addition-
al battleships of mammoth design,
one to, be built in a government navy
yard." -- '
The fact that General Diaz was of-
ficially relieved from his mission to
CONGREGATION AL1ST ASSEMBLY
ADOPTS RESOLUTIONS
AGAINST LIQUORhave the approval of foreign govern lomatic corps yesterday in , which Japan by the foreign office after he
of them identified: At noon today
the bodies of General Superintendent
William McDermott and Henry p.
a New York stockholder in
the mine, had not been brought, to the
surface, although helmet men report-
ed having passed these bodies in the
mine.
Pathetic Scenes
men, had not recovered consciousness
mu m h..fu wctiu .ih. 6 . had completed Wa assignment from
and would always listen to sugges-.hi- s friends did vote for him for presi--. the w&r dei)artment ,n FranC6 re.
tlons, nevertheless this government dent the elections would be null and lieveg him Qf &ny charge of
would never yield its views, because void, that he would accept under no &cponVmg to pfflcia,s hereit had broader and more important circumstances and that he wished the Th6 memberB of the emnassy which
moral considerations at hand in deal-- ! American government as w,ell as
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 24. By a
vote of 517 to 14 today the National
Council of Congregational Churches
went on record in favor of prohibition,
defeating a movement headed by Gov- -
several hours later, but Roy Sim- -
Scenes at the mine today were p-- r- pieman, his companion, told of the
WANTS BANK STATEMENTS
Washington, Oct. 24. The comp-
troller of the currency today issued
a call for a statement of the condi-
tion of all national banks of the Uni-
ted States at the close of business on
Ing with the Mexican problem, than other, foreign governments to lie as- - on the way to Japan were arrested for j ernor Simeon Baldwin of Connecti-- i
disobeying orders the government had cut, who opposed the adoption- as un- -sured of his good faith.merely material Interests.
the October 21.sent them at Havana to return to constitutional of the report of
!:.;.-- ; wing experiences which, in th
opinion of the rescue leaders, prob-
ably caused the death of Lurdi and
Poi?a.
This probable fatality and th re"
rurs of the face cf the mine, wlurU
is so thicklv infested wo pmr'nunrjt
i rc " i dt t d t'n i Tii k
ticularly pathetic. to the
women who have pressed ilie sjnard
lines ritro wp the wives
of tb. voi'inu-- i r he linetmc n. some of
whom !!i::s; n' n.Uy heseerhed their
husbands to turn b.u from the roan-wa-
With faces hwo.'lrn from ruo A
and the wateh of many h is 1'e
Mexico txpects turope paris aB s00n ag possiDie.
Mexico City, Oct. 24.--The contro-- j TWg was Ule exp,anation given
versy between the United States and genor Moheno t0(lay He gaid tney
Great Britain appears to have con-- i oud be re.embarke4 on the next
vinced Mexicans that the European steamer for Europe to Join Francisco
nations generally are coming ' into de la Barra Mexican . minister to
C u ,T C r.
wives and mothers of fne t t i In J e i) ient n 1
Diaz May Take Refuge In Consulate
The gravity of the situation, it was
apparent, would be increased by Fe-
lix Diaz taking refuge in the Ameri-
can consulate at Vera Cruz. The pos-
sibility that the Huerta authorities
might demand, his release and pro-
voke another emergency was fully
realized.
At the state department it was said
that while no instruction had been
given to American Consul Canada at
Vera Cruz to afford an a,sylura to
Piaz, Canada's general instructions
line with 'England in opposition to
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, Oct 24. Senate: Not
in session; meets Monday.
Banking committee continued hear-
ings.
House: Transacted no business
d adjourned at 12:37 p. m. to
temperance committee favoring an
amendment to the federal constitu-
tion prohibiting forever the manufac-
ture, sale, importation and exporta-
tion of intoxicating beverages through
the United states.
The recommendations of the com-
mittee were read by Rev. John Fa-viil- e
of Appleton, Wis., whose state-
ment "that the supremo of tho
United States has r.lr?aty paved the
way for such sn n r1 o n '! ";;' ;;t t: tli
(constitution," was challenged, by a
France, who is the latest person
by the government to carry
out the task of thanking Japan for
her participation in the Mexican Cen-
tennial. x
f i ty J l
tho mine io
re, U'i
and wh"n thr
Li ii i u II'
miners, hoping against lu , t l
mute, a dumb apooa! that spurs the1
rescuers to their utmost.
In the mine offices, si! 'at i e
to the manway, are the men who have
heen ceaselessly and t.ire!e-''- n t ft
lug the rescue work. Noii i ' n
the United States.
Under . the heading, "Entire Eu-
rope is on the side of Mexico," El
says:
"In London everybody is taking
note of the possibility of Anglo-Amer- i- (Continued on Page Five.)
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nity ball. This touch is necessary,
we suppose, to keep the play from
utter severance with current drama-
tic fashions. The "scene between
IS REM
MONTHS Beatrttful rutsmother and son is nothing at all like NIP (the scene between mother and son in
"Hamlet," and the hero eagerly hast-
ens home, to attempt to attain his
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.) V,
-
"
' is the desire of every woman no dress accessorie is so necessary to add that last
I touch of distinct individuality as a set of pretty Furs nor is any part of women'sIN ADVANCEannounced ambition of making the old
t v L 1 i 1farm the best In the state.
PADGETT EDITOR. M. When the curtain rises on the third
act, the villain farmers In the audi
dress more practical and serviceable. We are showing an unusually large variety
of Fur Sets, Muffs and Neckpieces in all the popular furs at prices you can afford
to pay.
THE PANAMA-PACIFI- EXPOSITION
WILL NOT BE SUBJECT
TO DELAYS
mm
7. fMence are
cut to the quick by behold-i- n
the farm thoroughly reorganized
rn3iKfc;.fl..V'l
and prospering. If the hero had paid ASan Francisco, Oct. 24. Directoroff the mortgage in the traditionalEntered st the postoffiee at Bast of Works Harris D. H. Connick of the
Lag New Mexico, for trans
Quality is of the best and every piece GUARANTEED. Style is unequalled, all
thejnewest and best shapes being shown in good varieties. The line includes Red,
Grey and White Fox, Tiger, Ocelot, Vecuna, Lynx, Civet, Sable and many other de-
sirable and popular furs.
Tniaoion tbroueh the United States
mails is second class matter.
myTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier $6.50 to $75.00 Per Set
manner, their sensibilities would not
have been hurt. Dramas have done
this from time immemorial, and many
farmers have longed in their hearts to
have it happen outside of a play. But
tbls innovjating hero has first In-
creased the mortgage by the simple
procedure of borrowing money to he
applied to specific ends, which have
commended themselves to the lender,
and the rest Is easy. It Is now time
for the heroin to reappear. She
had gone to the city to escape her
fate, but has tired of city life. Still,
she does not return without any al
;.....$ .05Per Copy
One Week --15
One Month 65
fhi Year
Panama-Pacifi- c International exposi-
tion has officially announced that all
of the main exhibit palaces will be
completed nine months before Febru-
ary 20, 1915, the opening day of the
exposition, and that some of the
buildings will he completed even
earlier.
This official announcement, follow-
ing the promise of the exposition man-
agement made more than one year
ago that the exposition would he com-
pleted nine months before the open-
ing day and that the exhibit palaces
would1 he built upon a definite sched-
ule, confirms all that was said before.
The preparations for the event are
further advanced today than were
'W00LTEX' and 'PRINT-ZES- S'
SUITS
with our other high grade lines,
offers an exceptional variety in
style, quality, and price, from
which to make a selection.
Every garment exclusive in
style and guaranteed In quality.
All the new colors, style conceits
and novelties are here in good
variety $11.50 to $57.60
Dally, by Mail
WHY NOT BUY THAT
COAT
now, while the variety is good
and when you have the entire
season before you and can get
the greatest possible service from
it? We are showing a beautiful
line of coats, including the best
styles of the season all in the
usual Rosenwald high quality.
$7.50 to $55.00
One Tear ....$6.00
ix Months 8-- 6O071
EaUHLsJuxl 186WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year' 2.
ternative except the hero's arms. Do-
mestic science she has made her own,
and she has planned to teach It in a
nearbv vocational school. With the1.00Blx Months hero aa rival, however, the vocation
those of any other international ex-
position at a corresponding time be-
fore its formal opening. The workal school has no more chance than
it would have had before agricultur
sharpen your appetite, strengthen
your digestion and give you a relish
for your meals. For sale by all deal-
ers. Adv. ,
ground for which was broken August
20. This building is nearly all In
frame and Its floor is being laid.
The extensive park system ot the
ilvnnHnp with AH ereat
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or- -
is now proceeding upon schedule; i
there will be no periods of delay or
Of congestion in the work. Building
al colleges were heard of; and so,
in the words of the Chautauquan, as
the curtain falls she joins the hero in
doves were mentioned as a protect-
ed migratory bird. The state game
warden wrote the department Inquir-
ing into the correctness of this state-
ment, and in reply was told that it
was a mistake, that doves were not
classed in the migratory bird cate-
gory, and that the state law would
govern them. The open season for
h if cent otherwise we will not contracts provide bonuses for "com-- 1
rapidity as the structural work. Along
Home-Keepin- Womep Need Health
and StrengthThe work of a home-keepin- wom-
an makes a constant call in her
strength and vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and blad-der oftener than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will invigorate and re-
store her, and weak back, nervous-
ness, aching joints and Irregular bladtder action .will all disappear when
Foley Kidney Pills are used. 6. O.
Sciiaefer and Hetl Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
pledges of loyalty to life in the open pletidn under the time limit.
applica-- . country. ;
he responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
uon.
the water front, or Marina, the grass
for the road esplanade is growing lux-
uriantly and the sites of other parks
There are affiliated, at the present
time, with the American Federation
of Labor, 120 international trade
unions, with their 27,000 local unions,
39 state federations, G32 city central
bodies and 60S local trade and fed
and gardens are now graded and re doves under the state law is from July
"
1 to September 30. ,AT ceiving their covering of fertile soil
unions have no interna-
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
and enriching material. The shrub eral labor
tionals.bery and plans for the landscape en DKXXISTS
No woman who works in the state
It might be feared by city dwellers
that presentation of snch a play as
this before audiences of farmers
would provoke the sort of disturbance
that made the advent of the Irish
Players memorable. If there was any
risk of this kind, the university took
it. Doubtless, however, the student
dramatist and actors knew their
farmer. Perhaps they reasoned that
pride in their dramatic achievement
would submerge all other considera-
tions in their neighbors' minds. The
fact is that the play has been given
gineering are all on hand, ready for
transplanting when desired, which
will begin this autumn, with the erec-
tion of the exhibit palaces.
MOTHER! IS CHILD'S
STOMACH SOUR, SICK?
of Utah receives less than 90 cents
A tremendous amount of prelimi-- 1
nary work has been accomplished.
Based upon the total amount of prep-
aration required, the division of
works estimates that today the expo-
sition is more than two-third- s com-
pleted.
The exposition site, covering 635
acres of land close to the heart of
one of the most picturesque residential
sections of San Francisco, was long
since cleared of old houses and other
structures and has been completely
fenced in. The underground work
has been completed almost through-
out. It included trie reclamation of
71 acres of land from the bay of San
Francisco; the installation of a high
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern Now
Mexico. .
DR. F. B. HUXMANN ,
Dentist
Dental work of any description a
v moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Ve;as, New Mexico
a day, and even one learning new
work must be paid 90 cents daily, and
after an apprenticeship of six, months
her wages must he raised to' $1.25
per day.
In foreign countries you come into
competition with the best goods from
every land. An article must have me-
rit of the highest order to win esteem.
IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPAT-
ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
OF FIGS"
TELEPHONES
.,inc83 Off"t ..Main
. Department Main at a dozen county fairs,
without any
sign of riot. For this there is ample
precedent. Do not our political boss- -
In many of these countries Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy is the most pop-
ular medicine in use for coughs and
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-
cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romaine '
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
pressure water system tor nre pur- -es and our renresentatives of BigFH1DAY, OCTOBER 24, 1913. colds because it is the best. For sale
Don't scold your fretful, ' peevish
child. See If tongue is coated; this
is a sure sign its little stomach, liver
and bowels are clogged with sour
waste.
which is two-third- s completed;Business go to the theater to see Pses,
INDIGESTION, GAS OR
SICK, SOjR STOMACH
TIME "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN!" IN
FIVE MINUTES ALL STOMACH
MISERY IS GONE
by all dealers. Adv.
th0Splvo hold im to nublic scorn, a low pressure service waier sLCn.,THii FA KM El t AS SXAGE
VILLIAN
Which is also well advanced; an ex-
tensive drainage system, completed
and apparently enjoy ' the play as
miiph ns thnsn whnsf! withers are un- -
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
cold, had breath, throat sore, doesn'tt
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL eat, sleep or act naturally, has stom
the amusement concessions and
wrung? Are our gossipers offended, frei nations district and nearingby the portrait of Lady Teazle? Nev-- j
completion In he main exhibit d.s--
ertheless, we should be far from deny--
nnm fmm Wet, where it is being carried along
achache, indigestion, diarrhoea, give
a teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
American culture has turned an-
other corner. Not that this is any-
thing new. Our culture must already
have turned more corners than the
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
AHO
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER. MA N"
429 GRAND AVE.
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
.im 'is Egyptian, and Phoenician cul food passes out of the bowels and you
have a well and playful child again.
the presentation of "Back to the
Farm." The university will stipulate,
wo presume, that the number of agri-
cultural students writing and ' per-
forming plays shall not exceed the
number taking courses in agriculture.
tures combined. Turning corners, is
one of its prime dis;.(fiSjons. Long
hint's are its pet abi says
Uh' sew Tork Post. And so, having
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 24. The In-
terstate Casualty company today filed
with the state iirporatlon commis-
sion, an amendment to its articles of
incorporation increasing the capital
stock from $200,000 to $250,000. The
amendment is signed by" A. B. Rene-ha-n
as president and James A. Blai-ne-
secretary. Its headquarters are
in Albuquerque.
Children love this harmless "fruit
laxative," and mothers' can rest easy
with- - the buildings themselves, and
the laying of underground conduits
for the electric wires for the trans-
mission of light and power.
At the present writing ten of the
huge exhibit palaces of the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition are under construc-
tion. Of these ten the frame work
of three is now rising and the floor-
ing of practically all of the others is
preini.' (i the farmer aa a thoroughly after giving It, because it never fails
to make their little "insides" clean
and sweet.
Fentimt-nui- l character, irradiating hu
mor, vhiiosopby and pathos in vary
FURNITURE AMD
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
BOUGHT AHO SOLD :
ROMERO & RUDULPU
1210 National Avo.
Keep It. handy, .Mother! A little giv
en today saves a sick child tomorState Aid
State aid in building and furnishing
school houses has been allowed in the
following districts by the state de
"Really does" put bad1 stomachs in
order "really does" overcome indi-
gestion, dysepsla, gas heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the
largest selling Btomach regulator in
the world. If what you eat ferments
Into stubborn lumps, you belch gas
and eructate sour, undigested food
and acid; head is dizzy and aches;
breath foul; tongue coated; your in-
sides filled with bile and indigestible
waste, remember the moment "Pape's
Diapepsin" comes in contact with the
stomach all such distress vanishes.
It's truly astonishing almost marvel-
ous, and the joy is Its harmiessness.
A large case of Pape's Dia-
pepsin will give you a hundred dol-
lars' worth of satisfaction or your
druggist hands you your money back.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stom-
achs regulated. It belongB in your
home should always be kept handy
in case of a sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor In the world Adv.
row, but get the genuine. , Ask your
druggist for a bottle of "Cali-
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has di-
rections' for babies, children of all
ages and for grown-up- s plainly on
the bottle. Remember there are
partment of education: Union county,
o
K. P'S TO DRILL
Albuquerque, Oct. 24. Considerable
interest has been aroused in fraternal
circles by the announcement that the
Knights of Pythias, uniform rank, will
compete here for a large prize at the
1914 meeting of the grand lodge,
which Is to be held at the time of the
annual fair. So far there are four
companies to participate in the drill,
Including one which is being organized'
here, but four other companies are ex-
pected to be formed and to compete.
The companies now lined up are at
Dawson, the local one and two in Col-
orado.
Each company consists, of 24 men, a
districts, 14, 75, 67, 66, 43 and 38, $300
for aid on the building and $50 for
furnishings. In district 57, $100 on the
building and $20 on the furnishings;
counterfeits sold here, so surely look
completed and the assembled parts
are to a great extent ready to he rais-
ed to place. More than seventy mil-
lion feet of lumber will be used in
this main exhibit section; more than
twenty-fiv- e million feet have already
been delivered and forty million feet
contracted for. Thirty-tw- o steamers
are carrying the lumber.
The streets, avenues, roads and
paths are laid out, the curbs are well
along and a contract for the delivery
of 70,000 cubic yards of road rock,
with aq sample time limit, Is being ful-
filled.
A standard gauge railroad is being
and see that yours is made by the
"California Fig Syrup Company."
Hand back with contempt any other
fig syrup. Adv. '
15he '
MERCHANTS CAFE
The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Verjas
C. C. CLAYTON, prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
ing proportions, our stage now intro-
duces him as an arch' villian. "The
iOUI Homestead': and T'Way Down
East." wpre good enough for the
theater;rr-fi- of yesteryear, but this
i3 1913, with gunmen and whitesla-
ves on every street, or at least, In ev-
ery play that counts. The new view
of the farmer comes from the unex-
hausted west, where, it must he con-
ceded, they ought to know. The title
of the piece in which he appears in
his novel role is "Back to the Farm,"
and it has been written by a student
in a school of
.agriculture at one of
pur most prominent state universities.
.TOiat gives significance is that the
agricultural extension division of the
university is sending out student
dramatic companies to play it before
tho eyes of the villain farmers, and
thus asking them to see themselves
as they really are.
The hero is a youth nearing his
twenty-firs- t birthday. He is a hero
bfcausa ho revolts against the un-
sympathetic attitude of his father re- -
Do You Dread Your Meals?
Your food does you little good when
in district 44, the sum of $50 for fur-
nishing. In Guaadlupe county, dis-
trict 24, the sum of $50 for furnish-
ing.
Complete Pardon
Governor W. C. McDonald has Is-
sued a complete pardon to Daniel Ar-
chuleta of Socorro county. Archuleta
was paroled by Governor Mills, and
his conduct since his parole having
been above reproach a complete par-
don was given him.
Notary Named
Thomas N. Lawson, of Tucumcarl,
you have no desire for it, when you
dread meal time. What you need Is
Chamberlain's Tablets. They will
laid, tie tracks being now nearly all
down and parts of the road In opera-
tion, conveying material. A freight
ferry slip has been completed and is
receiving car floats regularly. A com-
modious harbor on the water front,
captain and first and second lieuten-
ants. The uniform is a handsome
one of black with blue trimmings and
silver buttons and braid.
No officers have been elected for
the local, company as yet but C C.
Berndston is acting as chairman of
the committee in charge until the with a system of wharves, is receiving CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00election. It
Is expected that the local eteamers daily, with lumber and other SURPLUS$50,000.00was today appointed a notary by Gov-
ernor McDonald.uniform rank Will be fully organized
within the next 30 days.
A prize of $500 has been donated
by the grand lodge for the contestfcncct.inir
"book-farmin- and all de--
and private contributions are expect-
ed to double this.
vv ,
' that pretend to be improve-mont- s
over the time-honore- d rule of
thumb.1 The heroine is the teacher of
tin; d: ':kt school. The hero shows
J. M. Cunningham, President . T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis. Ass't Cash.Fran 8pringer, Vice-Preside-YELLOWSTONE TRAIL BOOSTERSliia revolutionary tendencies by mak
Federal Game Regulations
The state game warden's depart-
ment has received from the agricu-
ltural department, small cards giving
the open season for migratory birds
under the federal game law. These
seasons as they apply to New Mexico
are as follows:
Open Seasons
Water fowl, September 1 to De-
cember 16.
Rails, coots, gallinules, September
1 to December 1.
Woodcock, November 1 to January
1, "
Shore birds, such as black-breaste- d
and golden-breaste- d plover, Jacksnipe
I A J5
Interest Pa.id
V E; O A S i
On Time Deposits
building supplies.
The service building, housing the
Btaff of the division of works, is com-
pleted, even to the gardens and lawns
surrounding it, and has been in use
all this summer.
Of the 12 great structures in the
main group of exhibit palaces, one,
that of machinery, Is erected, roofed
and floored and is now receiving Its
covering of imitation Travertine stone
and its cornices and pillars.
The palace of education is floored
and the frame is about half up.. Fram-
ing of the palace of food products has
been commenced this week and the
floors of the palaces of agriculture,
liberal arts, and manufacturers are
nearly completed; while those, of the
palace of varied industries( transpor-
tation, and mines ana metallurgy are
being rapidly laid.
The contract for the construction
of the palace of fine arts has been
let and those for the palace of horti-
culture and the festival hall will be
awarded within a few days', all to be
Minneapolis, Oct. 24. Plans for the
completion of an improved highway
from Minneapolis to the Yellowstone
National park, following the route of
the old Yellowstone trail, were dis-
cussed here today at aa interstate
convention of good roads advocates
and representatives of automobile
clubs. A large part of the improve-
ment work has already been com-
pleted. The plans now formulated
provide for the construction ot a new
bridge across the Missouri river near
the North Dakota line.
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS
ing a proposal of marriage to the he-
re. n i i the very first act. She r',
however, upon the ground
11; til. M" hardships of country life,
and c?i citdlv the drudgery that is
the lot of women on the farm, are
more than the can endure, even for
the sake rf such a charmer. With
the matter H ug put, the Veriest no
vl-- c v.xnW -j- p no difficulty In say-iiia- r
what is. the theme of the play. It
is now r :".'.! 'h-- t the hero must leave
home. . in for pr times, he would
have run away to sea, or to the
wirier! city. Kut not now. His des-
peration drives him, Instead, to an
and yellow legs,' September 1 to De
cember 16.
Closed Seasons CAPITAL STOCK - - v $30,000 00
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
All insectivorous birds are protect-
ed indefinitely, and this Includes al-
most every wild bird in New Mexico,
including the humble English spar
row. Band-taile- d pigeons, cranes,
agrk-.i'.nna- college, where he makes
hi? own way, and lays up something
hosiers' ironi .he earnings of his va- -
Wm. (i. HAYDON
H. W, KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
--i?ioi;p. It's father remains obdur
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cat., will answer any inquir-
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. He says further "Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other rem-
edies that failed. It is more like a
food than a medicine." T)o not ac-
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Port f-- e Pril,; fJo. AdV.
punish the offenders.
completed well within the time limit. swans, curlew and smaner snore
Many other lesser structures are i birds are protected until September
built or being built with a rapidity 1, 1918.
characteristic of the work of all thel Shooting is prohibited between
An example of this In. set and sunrise.
1 INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
ate, but. has to see the farm go from
b;i-- l to worse, with foreclosure of the
iiiorf".n::n looming rapidly nearer. Fin-s;- i,
i,j .!(" pair, the hero's mother
k'! s. her ton. finding him at a fret or i' '" 'f .... ' .' .'dustry is furnished In the case ot the) In the original instructions issuedbuilding for the republic of Honduras, by the department of agriculture, -.- 7i...--
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1913. THKE2
All EXCLUSIVELY HELIOGRAPH USED SOCIALISTS "ARE A kelOCTOR
VOMENFOR If ON NATIONAL
FOIST
FACTOR IN
ITALYPATRONS
! Jynr-- n r4B lull
1
.khnnmrf JSJ TO BEFIREINSTRUMENT IS FOUNDVALUABLE IN GIVINGWARNINGS GRANTING OF FRANCHISE TOILLITERATES EXPECTED TOHELP THEM7 LI IV' I Mi "4 m
The questions answered below ar
general in character. The "ympfoms
or diseases are given and the ans-
wers will apply to any case of Sim-lia- r,
nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewir Baker, Col-
lege Bldg., Collegc-Elwoo- d Sts., Day-
ton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only initials or fictitious name w"l
be used In my answers. The pre-
scriptions can be filled r t any well-stocke- d
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.
A report covering a year's trial of
the heliograph on the Crook national
forest In southern Arizona describes
of Health Club Baking Pow-
der will do all that you could ex-
pect any baking powder to do no
matter what its price.
For Pies, Biscuits, Cakes,
Waffles or Muffins for any kind of
home baking in fact you'll
find Health Club to be the
strongest, purest and most
i.'i.i "
.
'IV,nT--i til'-- '
Home, Oct. 21. Italy is on the eve
of a general election the result of
which will be awaited by all other
European nations with considerable
interest. It means the putting to the
test of the new election law passed
in parliament at the last session and
greatly extending the right of suf-
frage. The new law, under which
the parliamentary election on Sun-
day will be held, practically grants
universal suffrage. Under that law
all male citizens, regardless of edu-
cational or porperty qualifications, are
entitled to vote under certain restric-
tions. These restrictions apply to
those who are unable to read or write.
While all male citizens who can read
and write are enttiled to vote if they
MR
Answer: You shou'd not neglect in-
digestion and constipation, as it leads
to more serious trouble; very fre-
quently appendicitis is caused by this
ecoaomical Caking Powder ob-
tainable at any price.
Order s trial can today for to-
morrow's baking then judge.
the ise of the instrument by the
forest service to flash messages In
the fire seas-e- 'under favorable con-
ditions.
Three stations were set by Supervi-
sor Swift at the beginning of the
season to try out the heliograph un-
der various conditions. At Webb
Lookout, on Mount Graham, 10,000
feet altitude, It was found that sig-
nals could be flashed to a distance of
25 miles during approximately 4.50
hours each day on the average. Two
fire lookout stations' and a heliograph
station are within range. During the
past summer three fire alarms were
transmitted and one received.
A heliograph was Installed at, the
View Ranger station, 4,000 feet above
sea level, and signals could be seen
Sold In 10c, lUc & 25c Can
B? all Good Grocers 1 K - KUUM
"Distress" writes: "My hair is so
oily and straggling I, wish you could
tell me something to make it sof and
fluffy. It makes me positively home-
ly. I also have a great deal of dan-
druff."
Answer: Many women would be
more beautiful If they had soft, fluffy
hair. I can tell you a very simple
remedy, one that will make your hair
soft and fluffy, it will overcome
dandruff, itching scalp and lustreless
and falling hair. Ask your druggist
for a 4 oz. jar of plain yellow mlnyol
i ft T? r is. r-- zr z l c I tt i h i'sc "
neglect. Begin at once and take tab-
lets tripeptine. These are packed la
sealed cartons with full directions for
taking.
"Ijaura S." writes: "I am so tired
and nervous all the time that I can
scarcely drag one foot after the other.
It is very hard for me, as I have to
work. My appetite is also very poor."
Answer: What you need is a good
an5j & have reached the age of 21 years
those who are not able to read and
write iare allowed to vote only
NEW YORK TO HAVE THE FIRST
AFFAIR OF ITS KIND EVER
' ESTABLISHED
New York, Oct. 24. A bar exclu-
sively for women Hs one ot Gotham's
latest innovations a sure enough bar,
too, at which no man can buy unless
chaperoned by one of the fair sex.
This bar does not cater to women of
doubtful class, but Is part of one of
the swellest cafes In the city whose
patrons are of wealth -- and station.
Naturally It Is busiest in the after-
noons when milady shops and mati-
nees. Many interesting oddities are
to be noted in this unique barroom.
Of course-- it would be odd if madame
did not powder her nose and readjust
her head gear while her highball is
being served. Women care more
about the color than the taste of
their drinks. They want them in
shades to match their gowns or eyes
or some feature, and one even asked
for a cocktail to match her soul
which, she declared was baby blue.
Many order from prescriptions of
their own and derive as much de-
light from naming them as from im-
bibing. Most of the ladies, require
straws even with cocktails fearing
germs. Some even have private glas-
ses reserved. In treating among
themselves they have the men outdis-
tanced, and oftimes they want to in-
clude the 'house.' Nor has free lunch
been overlooked. Francois, the head
barkeep, accords women the palm as
mixologists says men use much lan-
guage about how this and that should
be mixed and served, but are mere
bluffers. But the artistic sense; in-
herent In women extends to their
drinks. They' cannot be fooled and
do not hesitate to send back an order
with instructions as to how it should
have been prepared.'
Invention to Help Flat Life
It remained for one of New York's,
busiest of business men to lift the
heaviest curse of flat life in New
York, Baid curse consisting of the
they have served in the army or navyat a distance of 15 miles. One other and use according to directions, and
you will be surprised to note the difof Italy or have reached the age
of
heliograph station and one fire look 30.
out were in range. Messages could ference in your hair.
be sent on an average during six
The granting of suffrage to prac-
tically all classes of the population
lot the hides of as many elephants
killed In this country. The story is
that eight of these elephants perished
of fright when the "big flood overtook
them in Peru, Ind., last spring, and
at about the same time the ninth
backed off a New York ferryboat and
was drowned. These hides weighed
about 1,000 pounds each and the num-
ber, variety aud value of the articles
that have been produced from them
are astonishing.
hours of each day! One fire alarm
"Fred W." writes: "I suffer with
tonic restorative treatment. Take the
tonic prescribed below and you should
soon be strong and healthy and will
not have that tired feeling. Your
work will become a pleasure to you:
Syrup of hypophosphltes comp., 5 ozs.;
tincture cadomeme, 1 oz.; mix, and
take a teaspoonful before each meal.
excepting to persons convicted ofwas sent during the season, t
On Eureka Peak, the highest point crime, will
cause a tremendous in
crease in the number of votes. At
the last parliamentary election only
headache, indigestion, nervous debll-It- y
and am also thin almost to the
danger point. What can be done for
me?"
Answer: You can very readily over-
come these difficulties by using 3- -
3,247,722 persons In Italy were en.
of the Galiuro Mountains, 8,500 feet
high, 25 miles was found to be the
reach of the Instrument. Signals could
be sent during an average of five
hours of daylight to the x two other
This should be continued for several
weeks until you feel perfectly strong.titled to vote while .8,635,148 will be
entitled to cast their vote at the gen
'Mrs. W. W. C." asks: "Can I takegrain hypo-nuclan- e tablets. They areeral election on Sunday next. It isheliograph stations and to two look
crime and lnsanitj' to say nothing
of profanity.
Smallest Share of Standard
The smallest share of stock In the
world Is the Issue of one of the very
richest and most prosperous of cor-
porations Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey. It Is Certificate No.
B17408 and is drawn for one nine-hundre-
and eighty-thre- e thousand three
hundred and eighty-thir- d
of a hundred dollar share and is held
by a firm of New York brokers. This
fractional Issue was made necessary
in order to keep the stock books In
balance, in connection with a stock
trade following an increase In the ca-
pital stock of one of the segregated
Standard Gil companies. The actual
value of this fraction of a share is
$0.000305, or three hundred and five
of a cent, and the en-
graved certificate by which it Is rep-
resented cost not less than 25 cents
nearly eight hundred times its value.
Big Force Plans School Houses
That New York city leads the world
in school building is evidenced by the
put up in sealed cartons with full off 40 pounds of fat? I weigh .180a matter - for considerable specula-
tion as to what effect the great in directions. These are highly recom pounds; too much for my height."
mended by physicians, and if used ac Answer: Yes, you should by taking
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
hands or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penertate the flesh.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos-
sesses that power. Rubbed In where
the pain is felt is all that Is necessary
lo relieve suffering and restore nor-
mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra)
Drug Co. Adv.
flux of new and Illiterate voters will
have upon the government of the as per the directions whicli accom
country. The franchise bill of which pany, arbolene tablets, put up
cording to directions you will soon be
rid of headache, your indigestion will
be gone and you will gain from 10
to 30 pounds. These tablets should
be taken regularly for sevral months
Premier GlolittiNwas the father and in sealed tubes and sold by 'well-stocke- d
druggists. They are very
good for any fleshy person to take.
which he advocated with great In
sistence was opposed by many upon
out stations. One fire alarm was
transmitted during the season.
While light conditions make the ef-
ficiency of the heliograph more or
less uncertain, the speed of transmit-
tal and the distance to which mes-
sages can be sent give the instru-
ment unique value In certain In-
stances of immediate fire danger. Su-
pervisor Swift has recommended in
his report that the stations be main-
tained as established.
In this country beech Is the favor-
ite material for wooden shoes, the
manufacture of which has reached
and I am confident you will gain in
flesh. "Anna R." writes: "I have taken.the ground that it would play into
medicine from several doctors forthe hands of the church which ha3
liver and kidney trouble and consti
'Lee writes: "I have tried so many
a powerful influence over the illiter-
ate voters. pation, but it does not seem to help
me at all. My skin is sallow. I have
constant headaches and dizzy spells.
But all this was undoubtedly fully
remedies for rheumatism that I am
almost afraid to try any more, but if
you can tell me a sure remedy I will
try It."
realized by Premier Giolitti and the
CENTRAL WISCONSIN TEACHERS
Wan sau, Wis., Oct. 24. Wausau is
entertaining for two days the annual
meeting of the Central Wisconsin
Teachers' association, which was or-
ganized at a meeting held at Stevens
Point last June. More than 500
teachers were present at the opening
of the gathering today. Among the
prominent educators on the program
are President George E. Vincent Of
tho University of Minnesota and F.
J. Gould of the English Moral Educa-
tional league.
' fact that it has built already two col government which is by no means
and it may be taken, that Answer: Do not be disheartenediconsiderable proportions in the United
States, Recording to the department Giolitti is too clever and astute a
What shall I do?"
Answer: The best remedy tv.at i
know of for your trouble Is
sulpherb tablets (not sulphur talmas)..
These are packed In Bealed tubes with
full directions. Most of tie remedies
statesman to advocate a law if he d d
not feel (cr f'Uf nt that it would in no
way enditnge1' the position of the
because you have not been able to
find something that would overcome
your rheumatism for you can be re-
lieved If you will take what I tell you.
of agriculture, which has Just issued
a bulletin on tha use of the wood.
These shoes, the department says,
cost from 60 to 75 cents a pair and
are good for two years. They are
government. Whatever may be the
ulimate effect of the new franchise Get from the drug store;-
- Iodide of
potassium, 2 drams; rodlum salicylate,
only aggravate, but If you take tiw
sulpherb tablets regularly for a Tew
weeks you should be well. This will
purify the blood and your skin will
lose that sallow look.
law, it is not likely that this hiworn by those who have to work in drams; wine of colchlcum, y2 oz.;
cold or wet places, such as tanneries, army of illiterate enfranchised by It,
will use its power at the first opporj breweries, and livery stables, and by
comp. fluid baimwort, 1 oz.; comp.
essence cardiol, 1 oz.; and syrup
5 ozs. Mix and ta,ke a tea- -
raucous, scratchy and metallic tones
of innumerable phonographs indulging
ia mingled grand opera, ragtime and
yodeliug. An official of one of the
big trans-Atlanti- c steamship compa-
nies, while endeavoring to soften the
tones of an instrument purchased for
the entertainment of his children, dis-
covered that a thin disc, attached to
the needle near the point and held in
place by delicate springs, not only
the volume of the sound but
retained its original purity of tone.
When the device was brought to the
attention of the scientists who are
laboring with this subject, they be-
came enthusiastic about it and discov-
ered a, variety of technical advantages
in it that the inventor himself had
not realized. They immediately dub-
bed the invention the "Masterphone"
and summed up their approval In the
statement that it makes the phono-
graph human. If It accomplishes that
leges, 17 high schools and 542 lower
grade schools and Is pushing the
construction of others and the plan-
ning of still more. Last year 27
schools were built or commenced, and
the record for the present year will
be about the same. These operations
are confined to models of the finest
types of architecture and construction
and in many cases the million dollar
mark has been passed, in their cost.
About 250 men are constantly em-
ployed in designing schools to meet
the increasing and shifting population.
Planning a grammar school takes
about six weeks and a high school
several months. Just at present most
of this work Is on schools for Brook-
lyn, Queens arid The Bronx, owing to
their' tremendous growth In popula-
tion.
Recorcf Supply of Elephant Hides
Not one bnt nine elephants on Its
hands is the plaint of a Fifth avenue
spoonful at mealtime and again before
going- to bed.
tunity to defeat the government which
granted to It the power to vote.
If the granting of practically uni-
versal suffrage Involves any imme-
diate danger to the government, that
danger is not so much from the
"Busy Mother" Bedwettlng can fee
easily controlled in children by giving
them the following: Tincture cubebs,
1 dram; tincture rhus aromatic, 2
drams, and comp. fluid balrawort, 1
oz. Give from 10 to 15 drops in water
'Fern" writes: 1 have suffered
TO REDEDICATE CONGRESS HALL
Philadelphia, Oct. 24. The rededi-catio- n
tomorrow of Congress Hall, one
of the most historic structures In
Philadelphia, is to be made the occa-
sion of a great patriotic demonstra-
tion. Recently the building has been
restored to appear as it aid when con-
gress held its sessions there during
the latter years of the nineteenth
century. President Wilson and sev-
eral members of his cabinet, together
with the governors or other officiT
representatives of the thirteen origi-
nal states, will take part In the dedi-
cation program. In addition t6 the
literary exercises there will be a big
with a bad cough for some time and
I am also weak and tired most of the
time, which I think is due to the se
workmen in steel mills and glass fac-
tories who must walk on hot grates
or floors. Farmers, too, are classed
among the users'.
Beech wood Is put to a very much
wider range of uses than .the aver-
age person would be likely to sus-
pect. The department says beech
enters into hundreds f articles fr-u- i
hobby-hors- e rockers to butchers'
blocks. We walk on beech floors, eat
off beech picnic plates, carry beech
baskets, play with beech toys, sit on
beech chairs, and in dozens of other
ways use articles made of beech ev-
ery clay of our lr'es. Its free torn
from taste fits the wood especially
vere coughing. Can you give me a
church as from the socialists and
other radical parties. After the fall
of the temporal power of the Vatican,
the pope issued an order forbidding
Catholics throughout Italy to partici-
pate in political elections. At the
remedy?"
Answer: Yes, your weakness is
due to the coughing, but you should
be well relieved by using the followlast general election the present
wntiff for the first time waived the
an hour before each meal.
"Doctor: 1 have a very bad case of
catarrh of the head and my stomach,
bowels and blood are affected. I suf-
fer greatly and would like relief."
"A. G." Local treatment should be
used as follows: Get 2 ozs. of anti-septi- o
vilane powder. Use a half tea-
spoonful to a pint of warm water;
snuff the water from the palm of the
hand through the nostrils two or
three times a day. Then make a car
tarrh balm by mixing a level teaspoon
feat, or even if it makes it cease to
be inhuman, the modest inventor will
earn the thanks of a million, more or
less, city flat dwellers for having re-
moved one of the prolific causes of
military and civic parade and the
firing of a national salute by a squad-
ron of warships stationed In the Dela
prohibition in certain constituencie--wher-
Catholic candidates opp se
concern in Its advertisement of the
sale of many articles made from their
hides. Probably never before has
there been on the market In a single anti-cleric- socialists. Recently therware river opposite the city.
'for articles which come n contact was a rumor in circulation that a
with foodstuffs, and beech meat
boards, skewers, lard tubs, butter
boxes, sugar hogsheads, refrigerators,
ing: Get a 2 y2 oz. package of essence
mentho-laxen- e and make according to
directions on the bottle, then take a
teaspoonful every hour or two until
the cough is cured. This makes a full
pint of the very best and safest cough
syrup. If your druggist does not have
mentho-laxen- e, have him order it for
you of the wholesale firms. v
"Doctor: What can I take for a
bad case of Indigestion? I have suf-
fered "with it for many years and no-
thing I take helps at all. I am also
bothered with constipation."
ful of vilane powder with 1 oz. ofdishes, spoons, and scoops are widely
Poisoned Blood
Q'icldy Ctessd
In Any Form of Blood
Trouble the Cure is Rapid.
used. ,'
vaseline or lard and apply to the nos-
trils as far us as possible. Also take
a teaspoonful four times daily of the
following: Syrup sarsaparllla comp,,
4 ozs.; comp. fluid baimwort, 1 oz.;
fluid ext buchu. 1 oz. Mix and shake
well.
Only one species of beech grows
naturally in the United States, but
few trees In this country have a
wider commercial range. It extends
from the Gulf of Mexico Into eastern
Canada, and in practically every place
where it grows it is cut for market.
The total yearly output of beech woodHere is what Marion Harland said m 1906 about
l:'in'';tyri' in the United States Is approximately
and including those of the socialist
reform party, met and formulated a
protest to Premier Giolitti, calling h.13
attention to those objectionable prac-
tices which were particularly flagrant
in the southern parts of Italy and in
Sicily.
As a result of this protest the gov-
ernment sent out circulars to the pre-fec- s
in all sections of the country.
y!i;! "'111
t
Iliiii
"Many years ago, I discontinued the use of lard in mv kitchen
calling their attention to the facts
500 million board feet.
Forest Notes
The Automobile Club of America,
through its bureau of tours, is urging
automobilists to use care with fire
in timbered regions.
0.1? distilled from 'bo needles of
spruce and fir trees are being used
to scent petroleum floor oils which
are sometimes objectionable on ac-
count of their odor.
The governor of Iowa has set aside
a' day, urging that
the citizens discuss conditions and
create a sentiment against forest
fires and other conflagrations.
The average area administered by
li'11 and substituted for it, as an experiment, Cottolene, then com-
paratively a new product. Since my first trial of it I can truly
say that it has given complete satisfactioa I honestly believe it tobe the very 'best thing of its kind ever offered to the American
housekeeper."
MARION HARLAND.
as presented by the democratic com-
mittee and instructing them to make
every effort to insure liberty to the
the coming election the prohibition
would be waived also in the consti-
tuencies of Home, but the Vatican or-
gan, the Osservatore Romanc. pub-
lished an
.emphatic sta'ement that
the Catholics of Rome would not go
to the p.n's. No reference was mods
to the prcb&llc action of Catholics
in other parts of Italy.
The socialists and the democrats,
who are divided into several more or
less radical factions, have conducted
a vigorous campaign throughout Ita-- j
ly, with the evident Intention of gain- -
ing the support of as many of the
newly enfranchised voters as possi-
ble. The government fully realized
the necessity of counteracting the
spread of the radical propaganda and
made strong appeals to the voters.
There is a strong suspicion that the
government party did not in all cases,
limit itself to iriere arguments or per-
suasion and there were numerous
complaints that men, openly support-'n- g
the government ar actually in the
service of the government, were try-ii- g
to corrupt or coerce voters in fa-o- r
of the government candidatss.
'heuMipcn representative of ths va- -
voters of all parties. This lias pro-
duced a favorable impression wnd U
are tender when they are cold that ia a sure test of a
Try it yourself. Make the biscuits like this:
is generally believed by those thor-
oughly acquainted with the' existing
An astonishing record of serlons blood
poisoning is dally brought to our attention.
Aud most if not all those startling
calaniltii'8 could he. averted were the blood
prlined, toned and purified la advance bythat wonderful remedy known everywhere
as S. S. S. Few people realize how quicklythe system becomes infected with the acids
and ferments from undigested food, con-
stipation and inactive kidneys.The symptoms are fever, thirst, excit-
ability, dry skin followed by rash, and
many Indications wrongly dlaenosed as
rtomalne poisonin?. This condition Is al-
most universal in nil climates and Is
quickly overcome by die action of S. S. S.
The medicinal properties of 8. s. S. are
relatively Just as esontinl to well balanced
health as are the nutritive properties of
the moRts. grains, fills and sugars of our
daily food. And If you will bear this fact
in mind and get your blood under the
dominating influence of P. S. S. you will
not only drive out those Impurities that
cause Rheumatism, Catarrh, Eczema, Pim-
ples, Boils and thin anemic blood, but yon
will feel anew the tbrjll of health that
can come only from a pnrlfled blood stream.
Do not accept anything else In place of
K. S. S. ; pay no attention to the "Just as
Good" clfliros of those who would sacrifice
your health to make an extra, profit. 8.
S. S. contains no minerals, no crude drnsrs,
nothing but the most beneficial botanical
materials. Po be sure and get S. S. 8.
and avoid disappointment. 5et a bottle
today and write for free advice to The
Swift Specific Co,. 222 Swift Bldg., At-
lanta, Ga. v
conditions that the government,. BAKING POWDER BISCUITS .
Cottolene makes biscuits that
good shortening.
Won't you followtheexample
of famous cooks and make
Cottolene THE fat for all
your cooking ?
Order a paU from your grocer; also
eend to us for the valuable FREE
Cook Book, HOME HELPS.
a ranger on me reaerat ioresis oi
the United States is about 100,000
acres. In Germany the area admin
standing upon. its excellent record and
aided by tho popularity of Premier
Giolitti and of the members of ; :
cabinet, will be victorious at the ek--i
tion on Sunday.
2 cups flour, 3 teaspoons baking powder, 1 teaspoon salt, 4 table-
spoons Cottolene, 3- -4 cup milk. Sift flour, salt and baking powder
together; rub in Cottolene; mix lightly and quickly; mixture should
not be dry; roll out on board, cut into small biscuits, bake ten
to fifteen minutes in hot oven. To make biscuits richer, mix
with cream. Whole wheat, graham or rye biscuit may be
made in the same way. Edith L. Clift.
istered by a man of equivalent rank
is about 700 acres.
The republic of Colombia is said
to have excellent regulations for its
national forests. Lumbermen who
Wii
THE N.K. FfllRRAMfi COMPANY Stop couchingand worry tho
-- i rn
botiv., )
CHICAGO HOHE1IQUXP ?YU.
tion, besls tt e 1 i :
comfortablo brfsH ;isf
take cedar and mahogany are requir-
ed to plant young trees of the same
species in the cut-ov- spaces. and $1.00 pr-T 'i ,lous democratio parties and factious Co. Adv.
wa V6GAJ DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, CT.TCEER 24, 1913.FOUR
Columbia University is to add a
playwrltlng course to Its extensionOWN TOWN 51 department, and courses In ''moving
picture scenarios may be added.
. Bouval Silmeslant
TURKEYS ARE
THE MARKET
.
PLENTY
LOOKS A new musical farce under contem
plation is to be given the name of
STRANGE
HIM
September Morn" and produced in(
f New York at an early date.10 TR.Y OUR. "AUTO GLAS"
IT WILL SAVE YOUR EYES
FINE FOR. SHOOTING
The Shuberts are to produce a com
THE IDEAL ONE IS A MILD LAXATIV-
E-TONIC THAT WILL KEEP
THE BOWELS GENTLY
ACTIVE
Healthy old age is so absolutely de-
pendent upon the condition of the
bowels that great care should he tak-
en to see that they act regularly. The
fact is that as age advances the
stomach muscles become weak and
inactive and the liver does not store
edy of New York life, by Albert Lee,
called "Miss Phenix," with Ann Mur- -
ANYBODY WHO CANNOT WAIT
FOR THANKSGIVING MAY
EAT GOBBLER SUNDAY
,80N OF BRET HARTE DESCRIBES
CONDITION AFTER 20 YEARS'
ABSENCE
Sunday's dinner, as predicted lastRichard Bret Harte, grandson of
The Bret Harte, is back in New York week,
will not be arrayed with the
goodly number of vegetables as last
weeks market provided, t no. mai- -
up the juices that are necessary to
prompt digestion.
Some help can be obtained by eat-
ing easily digested foods and by plen
ket shows a fair variety, but th j same
quality cannot be obtained. In vc-DAVIDSON.MRS. MARY A. P.
ty of exercise, but this latter is irk-
some to most alderly people. One
tables the newest and most interesting
item for this week Is spinach, which
dock in the cast.
II. Cooper Cliff e, who won renown
as "Nobody" in "Everywoman" has
been engaged to support Bertha Ka-lisc-
The new play in which, Cohan and
Harris are to present Douglas Fair-
banks is to be called. "Dollars and
Sense."
Dorothy Donnelly is to make a
starring tour about the new year un-
der the management of F, C. Whit-
ney, '
Charles Frohman has the Ameri-
can rights to a new Strauss opera, en-
tiled' "Love and Laughter
thing is certain, that a state of con is selling at 15 cents a poitn 1 or two
morning movement as , a whole wa3
irregular. The action of the list
showed that ' stocks . were in ample
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Oct. 24. Hogs, re-
ceipts 4,500. Market steady to 5 cents
again. Thence when he was 4 he was
taken to Europe, and now at 24 is
getting acquainted with New York
again. Here is his own story of the
process:
Being a rem American, I stand on
the steps of a huge hotel and pick
my teeth; not that I have anything
of particular value 'to pick, hut be-
cause) it's just one of our "picturesque
customs," typifying independence and
wealth.
I saunter into a restaurant and or
pounds for 25 cents. This product
lower. Bulk $7.457.85; heavy $7.50
'
supply whenever the market exhibit- -is excellent in quality and
a larg
sale Is predicted for tomorrow.
stlpation should always be avoided, as
it is dangerous to life and health. The
best plan Is to take a mild laxative
as often as is deemed necessary. But
with equal certainty it is suggested
7.90-- packers and .butchers $7.50 led the capacity to take them, This
7.90; lights $7 .40 7. 80; piss $6 J fact dissipated the hopefuV feeling
The other items in the vegetable
line are lettuce, radishes, carrot3, par-
snips, cauliflower, squash, pumpkins.that cathartics, purgatives, phyBics,
salts and pills be avoided, as they do cranberries, sweet potatoes and to
matoes. 'The tomatoes aro r.ot extra
good1 but may be obtained at a price
equal to their quality. In fruits ev
vidson, of. University Mound House
San Francisco, Cal. She is 7S and
because of her sedentary habits had
continual bowel trouble. From the
day she began taking Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin she has had no further
inconvenience and naturally she is glad
to say kind things of this remedy.
A bottle can be bought of any drug
gist at 50 cents or one dollar. People
usually buy the 50 cent size first, and
then, having convinced themselves of
Its merits, they buy the dollar size,
which. Is more economical. Results
are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded. Elderly persons of both
sexes can follows these suggestions
with every assurance of good results.
Families wishing to try a free sam-
ple bottle can obtain postpaid by ad-
dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
Washington, St., Monticello, 111. A
postal card with your name and ad
7.25,
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $S.859.50; dress-
ed beef steers $78.75; western
steers $6.25S.50; southern steers
$i.507.50; cows $4.257; heifers
$59.25; Blockers and feeders $3.50
8; bulls $4.50C.50; calves $5.50
9.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market stea-
dy. Lamb3 $6.257; yearlings $4.75
5.50; wethers $4.254.75; ewes
$3.504.25.
erything desired, with th;; exception
of berries, may be obtained. Oranges
which have been a missing luxury for
der a meal. With a Kiuie ana iuru
In one pocket, soup and spoon in an-
other, my one hand loaded with sun-
dry dishes, half a dozen olives in my
liat, and in my right hand a cup of
coffee, sugar, napkin and ticket, I
srawl over to a chair where I deposit
the entire meal.
It's a kind of "from factory to you"
system, eliminating the tips and the
but temporary good and are bo harsh
as to be a shock to a. delicate sys-
tem.
A much tetter plan and one that
thousands of elderly people are fol-
lowing, is to take a gentle laxative
tonic like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-pi- n,
which ats as nearly like nature
as is possible. In fact, the tendency
of this remedy is to strengthen the
the past few months, now make an
appearance and are of excellent qual-
ity and taste. They are selling at 50
with which tne day's trading negan
and stimulated aggressiveness on tho
part of the bears.
The plan for a central government
t.tnk as outlined by President1 Frank
A. Vanderlip of the National City
Bank of New York and the favorable
receipt it is said to have been ac-
corded by members of the senate com-
mittee which has the matter in hand,
had a good influence on the market.
It was offset, however, by the char-atce-r
of latest advices from Mexico.
Inability to dislodge investment
Stocks and the sentimental effect of
confirmation of recent reports con-
cerning a huge .Pennsylvania railroad
loan tended to limit the buying of
stocks largely to the requirements of
the shorts. The effect of the morn-
ing trading as a whole was unimpor-
tant and at noon price changed were
cents the dozen, peaches, psars,
plums, grapes, bananas, grapefruit,possibility of marrying a waitress. stomach and bowel muscles and so
apples and an occasional watermelonMy! But how susceptible we Amer- - In them tQ act naturaly agaln
leans seem to be to fads. Resting a may be obtained in the fruit line,when medicines of all kinds can usu CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 24. Enlarged estially be dispensed with. This is the
mates of the Argentine exports suropinion of many people of different
In meats and poultry everything is
to be found. Turkeys, ducks, geese,
beef, pork, mutton, veal and lamb,
with chickens of all ages and fish
from the ocean, are all ready for the
address on It will do Adv.ages, among them Mrs. MaryA. P. Da- - plus tended today to give the wheat
market a bearish aspect. The open-
ing ranged from cent lower to Va
higher and gradually underwent
an d sag below yesterday's
would faint, the waiters would refund
all tips, and go on strike. eye of the housewife,
Alas! alas! our tale of today is
close. The close was weak at Vvery much like ourselves overstrung
The New York menu reads something
like this: PLAYS AND PLAYERS
small. Bonds were irregular.
Buying on the theory that the re-
action had run its course gave an up-
ward impulse to the market late in
the day. Rock Island stocks and
wre lifted 1 to 1 points,
to cent lower.
Better weatber conditions were re-
sponsible for a weak turn in corn.
Prices started unchanged to cent
Consomme Xantippe
Chicken a la Matin September,.
little later in an ice cream parlor, I
scan the card. It reads after this
fashion:
Sundaes, fifteen cents.
September Morn (various flavors.)
September noon.
September evening.
September night.
Try our special
September 'Kewpies, 25c.
Everything is .Septe-nber-
. It start-- '
d with one woman', but. her- family
h prolific.
Of course, being such a vast city,
New York is naturally cosmopolitan.
The other ni'-'h- t in the elevated I
vomited I" Hebrews, a. Greek, a Turk,
Two Chinamen, four Italians, and a
inon I suspected wan a duke. But
they all spoke with a twang, and
t;n the duke when he aiose asked:
"Ain't this Forty-se'-ci- d street?"
There is music everywhere. In the
What is supposed to be the firstPotatoes Kewpie Souffle Wilson
regained much of the loss. The close land the usual leaders just about
du- -
premier of an American play outside
IJeport of the. Condition of The
SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
v OP LAS VEGAS,
at Las Vegas in the State of .New
Mexico, i
at the close of business October 21st. 1913
RESOURCES.'
Loans and Discounts 632 .91947
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ..
IT. S. Bonds to secure circulation 100,000 00
Other Honds to secure U. S. Deposits;
to secure Postal Savinsrs, $7000 7,000 00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds - 00
Honds, securities, etc - 51.919 49
Banking house, furniture and fixtures 8.200 00
Other renl estate owned 6,400 00
Due from National lJanks (not re-
serve agents) 70,150 83Due from State and Private Banks
and Hankers, Trust Companies and
Savings Hanks 427 97
Due from approved reserve agents. 86.191 24Checks arid other cash items 7,:12H 94
Exchanges for Clearing House 82H 91
Notes of other National Banks 5,015 00
fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents 241 98
Lawful Money Reserve in bank, viz:
Specie 62.724 15
Leu'al-tende- r notes 11,320 00 71.044 45
Redemption fund with V. S. Treas't
(5 per cent of circulation) 5,000 00
Total 1.057,034 J?
LIABILITIES'
Capital stock paid in 100.000 00
Surplus fund 50,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid 5,014 97
National Banknotes outstanding 97.400 00
Due to other National Hanks - l,2li3 70
Due to State and Private Banks and
Bankers
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Hank 36.535 7
Individual deposits subject to check- - 109,403 22Time certificates of deposit 317.992 84Certified Checks
Cashier's ehecks'outstundinp - 7.9:17 61
Postal Savings Deposits 1,426 18
Total 1.057,034 28
State Of Nf.w Mexico, ;wCJOUNTT OF SAH MmUKL. (
I, I). T. Hoskins, cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state-
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21th
day of October, 1913.
seal Geo. A. Fleming,
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 30th., 1917.
Correct Attest:
FRANK SPRING MR, )
Wur.G. HAYDON, Directors.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, I
of America was given at the Munici
pal Theater of Danzig, Germany, re
cently, when Herman ; Scheffauer's
"The New Shylock," a plays of Rus
Dessert
Frontage Imperial
Coffee and Rose Leaves.
But show a true American who in
his heart, of hearts would refuse a
snug little dish of pork and beans
and a 12-i- n corn on the cob!
Wall streets, its environs and in-
habitants are certainly hewilderingly
sian Jew life on the East side, was
performed. The play has been pur
chased, it is reported, by the theaters
plicated their best prices oi tne
morning. 1
The market closed strong. The
well-sustain- recovery of the start
culminated in a comprehensive rise in
which hadStocksthe final hour.
manifested considerable strength ear-
ly because in very urgent demand,closed aparticularly Pennsylvania,
closing. Unionpoint above yesterday's
Pacifio got up 2 points.-Stee-
l and
Canadian Pacific 1 point- The last
sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper ex div.... 74
NORMAL NOTES
The Phllomathean Literary society
had a short business meeting last
Wednesday morning, after which
Professor Corneil gave a short ad-
dress on "Parliamentary Rules."
The junior hay ride last Friday
night was a success in every way and
all those who were on it hope that
another will be given next spring
when the weather is warmer.
The Dramatic club will soon be able
to present the one act farce "My Lord
in Livery." This probably will be
presented some evening before the
two literary societies.
A sort of a preliminary tennis tour-
nament has been in order for the past
week and so far Frank Roberts and
Sadie Tooker are leading the playing
on court No. 1 and1 Edwin Rosenthal
and Sallfe Ackerman on Court No. 2,
The Trigonlan society met last
Wednesday morning and adopted an
amendment to the constitution.
in Bonn, Strassburg and Posen.
was easy to cent down.
Most of the oats crowd took to
the selling side, after the market in
sympathy with grain had suffered a
fair decline, however, commission
house buying set in on resting orders.
Provisions eased down a little be-
cause of a setback at the yards. First
sales were unchanged to 57 low-
er, with the market showing no signs
of a rally. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 84; May 88.
Corn, Dec. 68; May 70.
Oats, Dec. 39; May 42.
Pork, Jan. $19.72; May $19.82.
Lard, Jan. $10.57; May $10.72.
Eibs, Jan. $10.47; May $10.62,
William Harris, Jr., is getting rea
dy to produce a new play, by Paul
busy shopping hours the after-
noon I love to hear 'ho musical ne-
groes in a department store. From Dickey and Charles Goddard, joint
authors of "The Ghost Breaker." Itmora till eve thev work the elevat
wonderful. I became possessed there
with tho awful sensation of being
squeezed sandwiched. The massive
walls- of the skyscrapers had an un-
canny air about them just as if they
wanted to lean over and hug me.
Looking up I saw narrow strips and
ors chanting in numerous variations
and an ultra-sopran- o of "ladies' und-
wear, horse, silks, bedroom slippers;"
1U0 74
. 93
.107
.162
Sugar, bid
Atchison ...
Northern Pacific
Uoa diner
they wind up with the Inevitable "go-
is called "The Trifler."
Frank Payne has interpolated in
"The Rose Maid" a new waltz num-
ber called "Nights of Gladness,"
which he says is a sensation. It is
by an Englishman.
Paul Armstrong has written a spec
pup, up! or go- -
slits of sky', and, to my joy, the
cheery Stars and Stripes hanging in
solemn dignity from numerous flag-staff-
'' "
,
Content and a happy-go-luck- y feel
Southern Pacific 87
151Union Pacifio-
-
United States Steel 57
United States Steel, pfd 106
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct, 24. Although pric- -
rose at tne outset topay, tnees
tacular drama of the Spanish Main,ing
seem to pervade everything and
everybody. Clerks hurry by smiling
and smoking cork tipped cigarettes.
Magnates and managers chat at the
called "The Pirates." He also has
a comedy called "A Hunt for
The president was at his desk
esterday afternoon and this morning,
having arrived from his trip intocorner chewing fat cigars and expec-
torating. Yet, what a fastidious and Idaho yesterday afternoon. He left Julie Herne is going to play a stockimmaculate personage the American this afternoon for Silver City, where
star in Detroit.business man must bo. he is to speak.
down!" as the case may be.
Every other Broadway store is a
music- shop, and generally right be-
tide It Is a hatter's.
And this is the land that originat-
ed the shoeshine? What an inexpli-
cable delight it is to watch your
shoes being shined.
In Europe shoeshinlng is a hidden
Art At night you put them outside;
of your door. Next morning, in pre-
cisely the same spot where you plac-
ed them, you find them, polished, per-
fumed and ready for wear.
:.Kcw York is full of sensations. The
skyscrapers and their elevators, the
xoof gardens, the fashions, the elevat-
ed railroad, and lasC but not .least,
that good old national dish, "Pork
and beans."
I know and regret it's out of date.
Taney taking a millionaire's daughter
io the Knickerbocker and Delmonico's
Regan Hughstan has been engaged
As I enter one of the gigantic office
buildings, vanity and cuspidors con-
front me on every side. There are
The night classes are getting along afor the cast of the company to supin fine shape and are doing good work. FOR THE WHOLE FAMILYport Mabel and Edith Taliaferro inThe class this year is the largestmanicurists, and chiropodists, barbers
and perfumers, flowers, candies and their new play, "Young Wisdom."commercial class since this branch of
work was introduced into the school.Turkish baths a glorious chaos.
The luxury of Rome isn't in it. Bus Report of tlie Condition ofiness in New York must be a life of A class for .the study of German is The First National Bankbeing formed and will be open to allgold and luxury.
Soft, warm and comfortable undergarments in a wide range of styles.
These have been selected with the greatest care with the idea in view of,
getting the most suitable garments for this climate. The result has been
highly satisfactory. Your taste has been considered Come in.
those who wish to take up this subI had always considered Paris the AT LAS VEGAS.
In the State of New Mexicoject. The class will be held after themodern paradise, but now I am wiser
in fact I'm budteiser. New York regular school hours. at the close of business, Octocer 21, 1913
World.fnr nork and beans. She
Manual training department is do RESOURCES.Loans and Discounts 577,018 81
ing fine work and an exhibit of its Overdrafts, secured and unsecured 1 S7
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation 100.000 00work undoubtedly will be held In the Premiums on U. S. Bonds-...,..- .. - l.OTKi 00roliiuiiionist ksiflorses Bonds, securities, etc 27.2M oinear future. Banking house furniture and fixtures.. 5,500 00
Other real estate owned :: 80,022 78An ardent temperance advo- - Several more girls have joined the
Glee club. This brings the number
Due Ironi National Banks (not re-
serve agents) 34,666 57
Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and
Savings Banks 1,S6f 18to 50. This is an unusually large
Lord and Taylor's Well-Know- n
Garments
For Women
High neck Union Suits with long
sleeves Low neck sleeves Union
Suits ankle length, two piece gar-
ments in cotton cotton and silk-w- ool
and silk , and wool all styles
new and prices range from.
Due from approved reserve agents.. 182.8,-l- 64
cate, Mr. Geo. W. Kush ay
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey ia
indispensable in the home.
" While not a trained nurse, I
have studied medicine a Jittle and
have had considerable experience
glee club and is doing excellent work Checks and other cash items - 5,619 84
Staley and Superior
Makes For
Men
A full run of sizes
.
for. slight-med- ium
and stout men Seethe new
closed crotch Union Suits We are
showing a big stock and will please
,cm-,:"- ; -
, f?J, :,
Prices range from
50c to $4.50 '
The preliminary oratorical contest
in sickness. Duffy's Pure Malt
Exchantes for Clearing House
Notes of other National Banks ' - 3,600 00
Fraction) paper currency, Dieketo,
and cents , 85 45
La. ful Money Reserve lu Bank, viz:
S IH'rile 45.7H5 00
Legal tender notes . g.ouu 00 4?.7!5 00
Redemption fund with IT, S. Treasurer '
(5 per ent circulation) . S.WXI 00
Due fri m U. 8. Tre'tisurur
will be held one week from next
Thursday night at 8 o'clock in the
assembly hall. Several of the con
VrV fitwr
:
SLEEPING ARMENT
testants have withdrawn and this
leaves four students who will con Total : ... 1,011,'
test. The winner of this contest will 35c to $3.50LIAIiliJTIES.Capital stock paid InSurplus lund .........
Undivided profits, less expenses and
represent the school In the state lnn.ono oo20,000 oo
contest
Whiskey is a fine stimulant for
the sickroom. A patient now at
our home was relieved very much
from his debilitated condition.
When in need of a stimulant I
use and recommend Duffy's. I
am a school teacher, having taught
for over 20 years. I am 59 years
old and well known in this part
of the country. I do not object to
your publishing what I have writ-
ten you notwithstanding I am
a Prohibitionist." George W.
Rush, Pell City, Ala.
FOR CHILDREN. The Sophomores are busy arrang-V
ingfor their party which is to be held
either Friday or Saturday evening of
the coming week.
Australian Wool or Cotton Union Suits and Two Piece Suits for children from., 1 year up to
15 years. Reuben and Vanity Vests for Infants. It is a pleasure to show this line and at pre-
sent the stocks aie very complete.Vs- Miss Mann entertained her eighth
W, KUfaH n r i 20c to $1.50 Per Garmentgrade pupils last Saturday evening.During the evening games were play-
ed, after which delightful refresh
ta xes paid 3 393 98
National Bank notes outstanding 100,000 00State Bank Notes outstanding
Due to ot her National banks - 22,415 08
Due to State and Private Hanks and
Bankers 123,324 19
Due to Trust Companies and Sav-
ings Hanks 37
Individual deposits subject to cheek- - 812.058 42Time certificates of deposit 209.087 70Oertilied Checks 40 00
Cashier's cheeks outstanding 3,114 61Reserved for taxes 3,H2 80
Total . t.011,757 13
Statu of Nrw Mexico, J. ggCouktt on- San Mrorjut,, I
I, Hallett Raynolds, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of ruy knowledge
and belief.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
S4th day of October, 1U13.
Iskal) Gro, A. Fleming,
Notary Public
Correct Attest:
JEFFEKSQN RAYNOLDS, IS.B.DAVIS Jr. Directora.
E. D. RAYNOLDS J
tonie Etimuianfs known to mer.ll- - ments were served. 'The store of Quality"tve prr-itcs- t strength build'1 ande. It strengthens and fortifies the systeir and assists in Duuumpr up ma
p
1r Iron I
Clad I
" Ilosei
wivt V
Victor.
Talking
Machines
rened tissues ta a gia-iu- bmmj . ota.ltbroat,- - y5p-f- e.
fc34
m
coaOi trou ties, and for all wastmg and weaken- - y A N
. : rs.it Hlen as directed. It is recognized as a 4 ( U
- , in evtywhere. Should be in a,l homes. kl lfl
i ti'iii OTTLES ONLY by most druggists. J t
i i i
If Ir--si a. il LjtHrjsi (jL.rri ,. .6 It. i2
'Wcmfn can drivers are fast disap-
pearing 'frcm the streets of Tarla.
Six vears Uiev numhered fully
Tie linndrst'- - i'v'-- ' there are only six
orseven, and of ;hesea!l uit one will
ccon give up the calling.
E. Las Vegas. n.m:
.. w;, $1 alarge bottle. Our doctors iviil senaili ili-hl- a illustrated medical cooi-ier- . s .m
,
L-- f Unit Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. .
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HAN lis .AKKtSTED FOli THAI NONE OFMOLDS TEAMPERSONALS
1ilNERS LIVE ISPASSiNOJUp
CHECKS
WILLIAMSON SAYS THE AFFAIR
IS A MISTAKE AND OFFERS
TO SETTLE
C. B. Barker of Santa Fe was a
EATEN BY THE
HARRISES
business visitor in Las Vegas' today
2 INTEREST IT'S QUITE AN ITEM
to the individual or concern with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking account. Your funds are not "tied up. " Always suject to
check, yet a source of income to you. Consider this. The facilities of our commercial de-
partment are second to none - -- - ... .... ...
DELIMiss M. L. Fugh came in last night
from her home at Wagon Wound for
a few days' visit in the city.
I
J
s
S. 0. Nathan, representing the Na H(Continued From Page One.)than and Son Clothinz company of FIVE POINTS SEPARATE THE TWOAGGREGATIONS AT CLOSE
OF THE CONTEST
At the request of a, local merchant
and the management of the Hotel
Romaine, Chief of Police Ben; Coles
this morning wired Albuquerque of-
ficials a request to place under arrest
a certain M. M. Williamson, who left
Las Vegas this morning on the' Cali
Iioe PEOPLES BANK . TRUST Cworkings unhelmeted for an .hour andhalf.
Between 2 and 4 o'clock this morn-
ing three additional bnaies were re- -Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet. held covered and brought to the surface.fornia Limited. The cnarge
No trace had been found of General
Superintendent William McDermott
nor 'Henry P. McShane, the wealthy
young New Yorker.
against Williamson was passing
worthless checks for small amounts.
Williamson was apprehended at the
Duke City upon the arrival of train
No. 3 and was placed under arrest.
He then communicated with Chief
J. Danziger 2
W. Springer i2
H. Raynolds 1
C. W. G, Ward. 1
J. Harris 1
C. H. Baily 0
C. Danziger u
Nolette . 0
1.000
1.000
.500
.500
,500
.000
.000
.000
0
0
1
1
1
1
1..
2
RELATIONS WITH
MEXICOUnion Men Driven OutWashington, Oct. 24. Representa- -Coles here oyer the telephone and in-
4"
KLINE NOT APPLAUDED
New York, Oct. 24. Mayor Kline
was not applauded when in an ad-
dress welcoming the delegates of the
World' Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union to New York City today,
he suggested that the solution of the
liquor problem lay not ih absolute
prohibition, but in a gradual process
of education.
Prolonged hand clapping greeted
his remark that "I understand some
of you believe in total abstinence."
"I see that all of you do," he con-
tinued, "but I cannot help thinking
that 'temperance' is the better word
to emphasize. It is well to recognize
and not antagonize the element in
human nature that rebels against
sudden drastic reform."
INDEPENDENCE SUGGESTED
Monhonk Lake, N. Y., Oct. 24. Two
remedies for conditions In Porto Rico,
statehood and independence, were
suggested today at the Lake Mohonk
conference of the Friends of the In-
dians and other dependent peoples.
Some of the speakers thought the Is-
land should be admitted to statehood,
others believed the solution of the
problem' lay In the Porio
Ricans independence under tho pro--.
tectorate of the United States. The
most urgent advocate of independence
was Jose de Deigo, speaker of the
Porto Rican house of delegates. The
Right Rev. James H. Van Buren, Prot-
estant Episcopal bishop of Porto Rico
from 1902 to 1912, declared that the
islanders desired and deserved1
formed the chief that the charge tive Keating of Colorado today
him was due to a mistake, as ceived a telegram from E. L, Doyle,
far as he knew, and that he would an official of the United Mine Work-tak- e
immediate steps to make the 'ers' union, declaring that he , was
checks good. The cheka presented driven from Dawson by mine guards
here were payable at an El Paso and had been denied admission to the
bank, but investigation Is said to have postoffice. Representative Keating
proved that Williamson's account said he would protest to the postal
'
there has run out. On the grounds authorities.
that Williamson will make good thej "Went to Dawson," said Doyle's
cheeks the local officials decided not telegram, "to offer financial assist- -
(Continued From Page One.)
to send an officer for the man and ance to those in distress and was
The Raynolds team last night went
down to defeat at the hands of the
Harris team at the Elks' club in a
fast and interesting bowling game.
The contest was well played on both
teams and science, to a certain de-
gress, was in evidence. The high
score for the evening went to Martin
with 454
.pins, while Hillbrand re-
ceived1 the low honor3 with 234 pins.
Martin substituted for Strass, who, on
account of the Banker-Peo- n game to-
night, decided to save his strength.
The next game in the league series
will be played Monday night between
the Ward and Springer teams. The
official score of last night's game Is
as follows:
Harris Team
driven out by coal company's mounted
police. Hundreds of miners still en-
tombed. Action a disgrace to civil-
ization. I asked right to visit post-offic- e
and was denied."
New York, was a business visitor here
today.
M. M. Green, a sheep man from
Ohio, came in yesterday evening for
a short business visit in Las Vegas
... and vicinity.
Paul Stockbridge, representative for
the Armstrong-Turne- r Millinery com-
pany of Denver, was a business visit-
or here today.
II. H. Riley, an official of the San-t- a
Fe Railway company, came in last
night from La Junta for a short busin-
ess?, visit here.
C. J. Harper of Belen left this after-
noon for his home after having been a
visitor with friends in Las Vegas for
the past few days.
L. J. Barrows representative for the
Marshall Field company of Chicago,
was a business visitor at the local
dry goods stores today.
J. B. Skinner of Albuquerque came
in last night for a few days' business
visit in Las Vegas. He is a well
known resident of the Duke City.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
solicitor for the Santa Fe, left this
afternoon for Santa Fe where he
will be on business for a short time.
Miss Eva Moore of British Columbia
arrived In Las Vegas last night and
will be a visitor here for the next
several days. She Is oh her way to
California.
Miss Ruby Gaily of Los Angeles,
Calif., is in Las Vegas visiting as
the guest of Mr. and Mrs, Rufus
Mead. Miss Gaily Is a cousin of
Mrs. Mead.
Miss Grace E. Pfafflin of Evans-vill-
Ind., left last night for her
home after having been a resident
of Las Vegas and El Porvenir for the
past several months.
Miss Ruth Lenhard, for the past
several months manager of the El
Porvenir resort, came in last night
and will leave this evening for Albu-
querque on a short visit thre.
K; C. Drum of the American Film
company of Denver came in this af-
ternoon from Albuquerque and will
be a visitor here for a short time. He
win. be the guest of Romaine Field-ins- j
during his stay.
James Johnsen, an undertaker con
no doubt the matter will be straight-
ened out today.
Williamson is said to be a traveling
salesman residing in Chicago. He
represented himself as a newspaper
man and publicity man upon his ar-riv-
here some time ago, securing a
position for a few days with the
Lubin New Mexico company on this
representation, it is alleged.
TO AID CHILDREN
New York, Oct. 24. A plea for the
welfare of two million children under
16 years old, employed In factories,
mines, stores and other establish-
ments throughout the country, was
voiced today by the house of depu-
ties of the Protestant Episcopal
church in general convention here.
GOLDEN
Philadelphia, Oct. 24. John Golden
of Fall River, Mass., was today re-
elected president of the United Tex-
tile Workers of America, defeatingTobias Han. of Philadelphia by a vote
of 74 to 13. This' makes the tenth
successive time Golden has been
Consuls Look After Countrymen
Denver, Oct. 23 Dr. G. S. Schwe-gel- ,
Austrian consul, and Oreste da
Vella, Italian consul, both of Denver,
left last night for Dawson to investi-
gate the mine disaster and look after
the interests of their fellow
Senor Mohena regarded it as un-
just that after spending $45,000 In
money of the Mexican government
these men should refuse to fulfill the
mission entrusted to them.
Another crowd, but smaller than
yesterday's, gathered at the railroad
station early this morning to greet
Diaz should he arrive from Vera Cruz.
Not only General Diaz but all the can-
didates in the field, have received the
assurance from Senor Moheno on
behalf of Provisional President Huerta
that they will have every guarantee
of freedom of molestation
.during tho
elections next Sunday.
Huerta Wants no Votes
In a statement to the press today
concerning yesterday's, meeting of
members of the diplomatic corps at
the palace, it is said that the provi-
sional president has learned that in
some of the Mexican states his
friends purpose to support him for
the presidency. This called forth the
following official statement?
"The government cannot prevent
the provisional president's friends
supporting him, owing to the lack of
time to do so before the elections are
held, but while the provisional presi-
dent appreciates the attitude of his
friends, be declares once for all that
To'l
432
454
324
234
451
1st 2nd 3rd
Harris 138 155 139
Martin 164 167 123
Bendix - . 99 102 133
Hillbrand 92 67 75
Ament 136 147 168
cnosen presidentA resolution adopted by the deputies James Tanzv. nisn
called on the house of bishops to of Fal1 River, was first vice
unite with them In conflemnnffnn nf i president.w
the employment of such minors and
to urge the. extension of vocational
training.
629 638 638 1905
. Raynolds Team
HAIR DOESN'T DIE- -IT
HAS TO BE KILLED
Hair often contiues to live and
grow long after the death of the
body. But It is often killed through
neglect or misuse. Almost always
the woman or man whose hair is fall-
ing out, or, is stringy, lifeless and
is entirely to blame be-
cause of not giving it the proper
care. It is easy to take care of the
hair easy to make it more beauti-
ful. The Harmony Hair Beautifier,
to make it glossy, soft and silky, and
BUSCH LIES IN STATESt Louis,' Oct. 24. The body, of
Adolphus Busch, the multi-mllUonat-
brewer who died two weeks ago Jn
Germany, lay In state In the familyhome here today and was viewed by
1st 2nd 3rd
Raynold3 . 124 137 148
Henriquez ...140 156 140
S. Bacharach - 125 116 123
To'l
409
iZti
364
314
377
A CONSPIRACY CASE
Chicago, Oct. 24. Opening state-
ments of counsel were begun today
in the trial of Attorney Daniel Dona-ho-e
and Detective Isaao Steifel on
charges of conspiracy to defame Clar-
ence S. Punk, former general mana-
ger of the International Harvester
company. The conspiracy charge is
an offshoot of the Lorlmer Investiga-
tion. Funk contends that he was
made the defendant In an alienation
of affections suit because he had giv-
en testimony inimical to former Sen-
ator Lorlmer. Mrs. Josephine Hen-nln- g,
whose husband figured 'as a
G. Fleming . 94 103 117
S. Rosenthal 124. 122 131
imiueanas or mena3.. The 5,000 em-
ployes of his brewery will rte-- the
body tomorrow morning.
ARBITRATION SUGGESTED
Philadelphia, Oct. 24. Voluntary
arbitration on all questions between
employers and employes was urged
as a remedy for labor misunderstand-
ings by William B. Wilson, secretary
of the department of labor, In an ad-
dress here today before the Ameri-
can Mining congress.
634 659,. 607
Bowled for Strass.
lgoo Harmony Shampoo to keep hair and
j scalp thoroughly clean.
Harmony Hair Beautifier, d alight-- ' at
WANTED Clean cotton rasa
Optic office.he cannot accept votes, and if throughPlumed with true IsMrs. G. Burks, Jr., left this week for j1 rose, very
El Paso, Tex them he shtuld be elected president,
such an election would have no eftie nn vnnr hair each time. lifn-- erelatives for the next few days.
Frederick Truesdell has been en-
gaged as leading man for Henrietta
Crosman.
plaintiff in the damage suit againstbrushing it. It contains no oil, and f, ,
HE USED DRUGS
Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 24. Testi-
mony to support the defense's con
fect, as it would be contrary to theMr. and Mrs. W. T. Erlenborn and jpunK, is one or tne witnesses on.will not change the color of the hair, j constitution."son arrived in Las Vegas yesterday tention that Rear Admiral Joseph "G.nected with the firm of J. C. John- - nor darken gray hair. whom the state relies to prove the
alleged conspiracy. Hennlng himself Whether General Felix Diaz
will
sen and Son, left last night for Daw. come to the federal capital or remain
De Witt Jennings fa playing the
role of the police inspector In "With-
in the Law."
is said' to have sought immunity and
is expected to be called as a state
son where he was .called to assist in Vera Cruz until after the presiden
Eaton was addicted to drugs was giv-e- n
today at the trial of the widow,
Mrs. Jennie M. Eaton, who is charged
with the murder of her husband.
afternoon in their automobile on their
way from Kansas City to El Paso,
Tex. They will be visitors with
friends In Las Vegas for the next
few days.
James Mackey, formerly a resident
in the burial of those who were kill
To keep your hair and scalp dandr-
uff-free and clean, use Harmony
Shampoo. .This pure liquid shampoo
Is most convenient to use, giving an
Instantaneous rich, foaming lather
tial election appeared to be a matter
of doubt in the minds Qf his mosted ia the mine explosion.
R. J. Parker, general superinten-
A new vice play is soon to be proprominent adherents here today.
dent of the eastern .lines of the Santa duced in PItsburgh. It bears the title
of "The Leper."of Las-
- Vegas and for several years
manager of the El Porvenir resort,
came in last night from Milwaukee,
OFFICE SAFE BLOWN
Chicago Junction,, Ohio, Oct. 24.
Robbers early today blew open the
safe of the postoffice at Attica seven
Jose Luis Requena, candidate for
the vice presidency on the Diaz ticket,
expressed the belief that his leader
was likely to come here today or to Siam exports about nine' million
BLAIR IS PROMOTED
New York;, Oct. 24. Announce-
ment was made this- - afternoon that
J. P. Blair has been appointed general
counsel of the Southern Pacific rail-
road to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Maxwell Evarts. Mr.
Blair has for many years been in gen
Wis., for a business visit in Las Ve dollars worth of teak a year.morrow. On being asked whether he miles west of here and escaped with
loot estimated at $15,000. .,gas. He will go
to Albuquerque to
night and return to this city next
that Immediately penetrates to every
part of the hair and scalp, Insuring a
quick and thorough cleansing. It Is
washed off just as quickly, the entire
operation taking only a few moments.
Contains nothing that can harm the
hair, and leaves ' no harshness or
stickiness Just a sweet cleanliness.
Both preparations come in
very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beau-
tifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
feaTed General Diaz would be arrested
or prevented from leaving Vera Cruz
Senor Requena said It was possible
week. Fort Worth will make an effort to
secure the 1914 convention of theand said:
''''.
Las Vegas, N. M.,
To the Stockholders or Komero Min-
ing Company:
You are hereby notified that the an-
nual meeting of the stockholders of
eral charge of the Southern Pacific
company's interests In the stat of American Federation of Labor."The government has power to do
these things, and it Is easy to find aLouisiana.
MRS. FAIRBANKS DEAD '
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 24. Mrs.
Charles Warren Fairbanks, wife of
the former vice president, died at her
London has a new musical comedy the Romero Mining Company will beU. P. ABANDONS FIGHT
Fe Railway company, accompanied
by his wife and Dr. J. P. Kaster,
chief physician for the road, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon In
private business car No. 7. The par-
ty is traveling from Los Angeles to
Mr. Parker's headquarters in Chicago.
I. L. Hibbard, general superintend-
ent of the coast lines of the Santa
Fe Railway company, passed through
Las Vegas this afternoon in his pri-
vate business car on his way to" Los
Angeles from Chicago where he has
been on a short vacation for the past
few ' weeks. Mr. Hibbard stated this
afternoon that business on the coast
lines' is now good and that prepara-
tions for the Panama-Pacifi- c exposi-
tion traffic are being made rapidly.
The Santa Fe Railway company ex-
pects the heaviest traffic of any rail-
road to the coast during this
entitled "The Pearl Girl.'
pretext"
Thus far, however, Senor Requena
has received no Intimation that such
held at the office of William G. Hay--Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev--home here today of penumonia. Mrs. Washington, Oct. 24. The Union
Pacific railroad today formally aban a thing is contemplated by the govern Margaret Anglin is playing ShakesFairbanks served
two terms as presi-
dent general of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. She was the
doned in the supreme court Its long peare comedy In San Francisco.
don in East Las Vegas, N. M., Novem-
ber 3, 1913, at the hour of 10 a. m.
Same being the first Monday la No-
vember and the date fixed by the by-- '
laws of said company for the annual
litigation to prevent the Wenver. Lar
amie & Northwestern railroad from The Swedish government contemdaughter of Philander C. Cole ofOhio. building tracks from Denver to Chey plates providing for the establish
evry way, or your money back. Sold
in this community only at our store
The Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
United States, Canada and Great Bri-
tain, which own the big Harmony la-
boratories in Boston, where the many
celebrated Harmony perfumes
'
arid
toilet preparations' are made. E. ' C
Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas
Sts., East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
enne. The Union Pacific claimej it
had' a right of way 400 feet wide fromEMMA STILL TALKING
New York, Oct. 24. Mrs. Emmellne
ment of a social department, with
five subdepartments for collective
tariff agreements, courts of arbitra-
tion, protective measures for the
Denver to Cheyenne.
meeting. Said meeting Js called to
elect officers and directors for the
ensuing year, and for such other bus-
iness as may properly come befdre
said meeting. ' '
Respectfully yours,
17-2- 3
. a. C. DE BACA, Sec'y.
Pankhurst, the militant British suf-
fragette, left New York today for
Cleveland, where she will lecture.
Doris Kean is appearing in Chicago
ment. '
Senor Requena declared his cam-
paign had cost $ 250,000.
"It has been the greatest cam-
paign ever fought by a single Indi-
vidual in Mexico," he said. "Over
clubs have been organized
throughout the republic and they are
sure of carrying five states, while In
20 others we look for possible ma-
jorities."
Notwithstanding the declaration
made by Provisional president Huerta
yesterday In the presence of the dip-
lomatic corps that he would not ac-
cept an election as president should
the ballot show him to have a ma
workers, sick funds and' variousin "Romance."
Membership in the American Fed
eration of Musicians during the past
month has been increased by about
000. This brings the total member FANCY !:' "fSO'Cll . to otters ship up to about 80,000 in the UnitedStates and the Dominion of Canada.jority, the impression is general
among the public that the elections The union! printers of the. United
States take- good care of their memon Sunday will fail to show any ether
candidate with sufficient votes to win. bers who have fallen by the wayside.
They spend nearly $550 a year on
each of the aged or Invalid guests of
Attacking Monterey
Wire communication with the be
sieged city of Monterey ceased at 10 the printers' home in
We have received a complete assortment of Boy's Suits in brown, ray and
blue serge, with two pairs Knicker Pants to match coat, all sizes. To make this
doubly attractive, the price for short time, Coat and two pairs pants
-j- ; CHICKEN SOPPE;o'clock' yesterday morning, according Springs.
BUSINESS IS HURT
Chicago, Oct. 24. Judge Elbert II.
Gary, chairman of the United States
steel corporation, in an address today
at the semi-annua- l meetinsr of the
fmffYI iesciit
American Iron and Steel Institute, de- - '
clared that the stabllitv of business !1
had been lnterefered with and. tne.
confidence of capital shaken by "mi-- ; ?
reasonable and uncalled-fo- r agitation 1
and attack." In spite of the country's
r?
537 SIXTH
Many others with one pair Pants, including the serviceable Corduroy Suits
at $4.50 up. Why delay? Buy when we have the size. We will be pleased to
show you, whether, you buy or not.
to an announcement here today. At
that hour the fighting, which besan
Wednesday night, was rasing fierce-
ly, in the outskirts of the city.
The main rebel force occupied a
point about a mile from the 'center
of the city. They had a number of
cannons with which they bombarded
federal fortifications and they also
had at least one machine gun.
Federal reinforcements command-
ed by General Rubio Navarette at
100 miles north of Mon-
terey, were unable to proceed; to Mon-
terey owing to the destruction of the
bridges and lack of fuel.
Some 1,000 rebels have moved east
from Torreon and are harrassin?
General Trucy Aubert at Hipolito
where he has been arranging for a
movement on Torreon.
": rST1 (M.t. i
wealth and resources, f'reign cap"al
Ists wonder why wa are not more con-
tinuously prosperous," he faid,
ff f q
I ILL li. .. iSatisfaction TOO LATE TO CLASSIFYGuaranteed10 till is el :. l
.illFOUND Child's red coat. Owner
may have same by calling at .. -
office and paying for this v, c.
r
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ILD FtlAN ACCUSED Bhe LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN :LE ALWAYS HANDLED
It has a very soothing and healing ef-
fect on the irritated and Inflamed a;i
passages, and will help very quickly.
It is ' a well known family mediate
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer auu
Red Cross Drug Co. --Adv.
ofe OPTIC
IF UNSPEAKABLE
CUE 1 SOCIETY DIRECTORY
I!
II
were welcomed in addresses delivered
by Mayor Kline of New York, Borough
President Pounds of Brooklyn and
others. Lady Aurea Howard of Eng-
land presided in the absence of her
mother, the .Countess of Carlisle, who
is president of the world organization.
The convention will hold daily ses-
sions until next Tuesday.
'
Stomach Trouble and Constipation
Cured
"I was sick for three years with
stomach trouble and constipation, doc-
tored continually with different physi-
cians, with only temporary relief,"
says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp,
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
and continued to use them for one
year, and they completely cured me,
not only of the stomach trouble but
also of the constipation." For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
CHARLES EASTER, AGED 64. SAID
TO HAVE OFFENDED AGAINST
GIRL. OF 11
IRON AND STEEL MEN MEET
Chicago, Oct. 24. The leading iron
and steel manufacturers of the United
States were in Chicago today for the
opening of the annual autumn meriting
of the American Iron and Steel In-
stitute. E. II. Gary, chairman of the
United States steel corporation, pro-side- d
at the opening session. "Voca-
tional Training" was one of the prin-
cipal topics of dlscusBion. The mem-
bers will spend tomorrow in visiting
the leading iron' and steel plants In
and about Chicago.
CO.LUSl
f VTEF.NAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
.32 Mefcts everv Monday night atORG. lia!'., on avenue M
s 'clock. Visiting members are cor-i"'il- y
welcome J. C. vCrtz, Preal-di.- i
t; J. T. !:.:hler. Peoretary; C H.
Baily, Trearure
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. Z, A. F.
A. M. Regular com- -
munication first and
,
; third Thursday in
'
' C ' ach montn' Visiting
' ;y . brothers cordially in-- vitad. Win. P. Mills,W' M-
-
H-
- 6 .Van Pettra, Secretary.
the defense, while District Attorney
Vigil is prosecutinf
Must Not Leave
This court this morning issued an
order overruling the motion of attor-
neys for Nellie Fouts for permission
to take her children from the state.
Mrs. Fouts was recently granted a de-
cree of divorce from her husband,
William R. Fouts, and' awarded the
custody of the children on condition
that she should not take them be-
yond the jurisdiction of the court
The husband contests the motion for
permission to take the children away.
If Mrs, Fouts decides to leave New
Mexico she must leave the children
in the custody of Mrs. B. E. Shultz,
sister of their father, according to the
.order.
Mrs. Louisa BiancH Lenztnl today fil-
ed suit asking for an absomte divoice
from her husband, Querino Lenzinl.
The couple were married at Dawson,
N. M., on February 20, 1908, and have
no children. According to the com-
plaint the husband deserted his wife
without cause in July, 1910. That
during the time they lived together
the husband beat her, is one of the
allegations made by Mrs. Lenzinl.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVE
TISEMENTS
LOCAL TIME CARD
Albuquerque, Oct. 21. diaries East-
er, a venerable looking citizen, 64
years of age, is on trial in the dis-
trict court today under an indictment
for the rape of Alpha Smith, 11 years
'
old.
Most of the day after the jury was
secured was occupied in taking the
testimony of the little girl and in her
cross examination by Attorney M. K.
llicl.ey for the The wit-
ness frequently burjf nto tears when
closely questioned by the attorneys as
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg--'J- r
5,ap conclave aec; 4 Tues--
In each month t
Temjrte 7:8 p. m. o. H.
Klnkel, BJ. C; Chas. Tarome,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisement charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash-In- , advlnce preferred.
Depart
. 9: p. m
Eas; Kcund
Arrive
. . 9:10 p. m. .
..11:03 p in..
. . 2:05 c. m.
. . 1:45 p. m..
No. 2..
No. 4
No . i .
No. 10..
..11:05 p
..2:10 a.
. 2:10 p
m.
m
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Foley Kidney pills Succeed
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kid-
neys and painful bladder action. They
offer a powerful help to nature in
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little
ITERBINE fit bedtime. It opens the
bowels,' purifies the system and re-
stores a fine feeling of health and en-
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
vocation first Mondav inn ti t
feach. month at Masonle
' West Bound
Arrive Depan
. . 1:20 p. m..!. 1:45 p. in.
. . 6:10 a. m. . . . 6:15 a. vu.
.. 4:20 p. m 4:30 p. m.
. 6:35 p. m. . . 7:00 p. m
Temple at 7:30 p. m. HQi No.No.No.
No.
1.,
3.,
7..
9..
C. Hubbard, H. P.: F. n
-- ' Blood, Secretary.mm.
POWER PLANT COMPLETED
Chatanooga, Tenn., Oct. 24 The
great Brady power plant on the Ten-
nessee river, one of the biggest en-
gineering projects yet undertaken in
the south, is completed and ready for
opening. The plant will furnish elec-
tric power sufficient for many years
to come. The maximum horsepower
which will be developed will be 50,000.
The plant Is located about 12 miles
from Chattanooga. Two of the prin-
cipal features of the plant are a dam
nearly 1,500 feet long and a lock 300
long and 60 feet wide inside the gates.
The power house is on the river bank
below the concrete and earth em-
bankment which forms an extension
of the dam.
I. O. O. P. LAft VFftAC i rnrt-- ki
Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimo-
nial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and conroTp to persons af-
flicted with rlivonir dyspepsia. "1
have been a chronic dynieptlo for
years, and of all t!ie medicine I have
taliPiH Chambei Iain's Tablets have
'!. mf nioro ?Aod t hr. n anything
rl'-e,- fays W. G. MatHson. No. 7
Fl'OMiiaii Sr.. Honic-ilpville- , N. Y. For
sale by all deolcrs Adv. -
OPTIC NUMBER. MAIN tt. 1. Meets every Mondav evening m ATTOKNBJYao
their hall on Sixth street. All vik'tins
brethren cordially Invited to attend
to her alleged experience with the
aged man. Mrs. Easter, wife of the
accused, who etoutly believes in her
husband's innocence, was in the court
room during the day.
A new venire was necessary this
morning to secure the jury for the
trial of the case and jurors Ramon
Mlnez, Francisco Gallegos and Merced
Skinner were excused for the term.
Ollie Jensen, Qnofre perea and Byron
II. Ives were chosen to take the place
of the men excused. The jury in the
Easter case consists of Onofre Perea,
Antonio A"nIJo," Carlos R. Romero,
Pedro Romero, John Munn, Manuel
Romero, Cristobal sloya, Otto Jen-
sen, Lloyd J, Johnson, Olguin San-
chez and A. Garcia.
Attorneys M. E. Hlckey and J. A.
Miller have charge of the case for
HUNKER & HUNKER ' '
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas, js'ew Mexic
t D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeten
DRESSMAKING and plain sewing.
614 Twelfth street. Trustee. '
Quick Help to Backache and Rheu-
matism
The man or woman who wants
quick help from backache and rheu-
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and. free of impurities, are ton-
ed up and strengthened to healthy
vigorous action. Good results follow
WANTED Girl for general house-wor-
Inquire 1012 Fourth street.
WORLD'S V. C. T. U. MEETS
New York, Oct. 24. Delegates from
many countries filled the Brooklyn
Academy of Music this morning when
the triennial convention of the world's
Woman's Christian Temperance union
was formally opened. The visitors
The changeable weather of early
fall brings. on coughs and colds that
have a weaUening effect on the sys-
tem, and may become chronic. Use
B P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting , brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
WANTED Three or four room fur-
nished house, modern. Call Elks
club.
their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
'and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.i Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. This elegant Rogers'
Silver SpoonWANTED First class cook; refer-ences required. Apply 725 Sixth
street
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
WANTED Experienced cook. Good
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President;. A. D. Tillman, FInan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Iocal Deputy,
90S Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
F&rni inn a tlywliiiil o) FOR SALE Fourteen head of horses,See William Shillinglaw. It 's giving youa present fcr do-
ing something
you d do hrty
1 t 111 l l I 4 i 1 I I
FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow.
William Harper.Vol m way when vou
Far ffiositJ, U I i leam how MuchBetter EMPRESS
FLOUR nalk is.
J
"aj't
FOR RENT Six room house. 1009
Sixth street. H. G. Coors.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
fourth i Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of, Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock D
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
n fOJIT II V1 FOR RENT Desirable front room inmodern home; first class Cermanboard if desired. 1112 Douglas ave-
nue, phone Purple 5501
i ;r,i r Tfti a fbj t--' VI r EMPRESS FLOUR ANDE3 PIj u tM t M II HIV FIVE STAMPSIhiLmum a BRINGS YOU THE
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable SPOON IT 'S
GENUINE WM.neighborhood, newly painted, pa-
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
THE SENSATION MASTERPIECE Of MOTION PICTURE PHODliCTIOK
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
PLAT- E-
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of th9 World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy.. Visiting
members are especially welcooe aid
cordially invited.
keeping, 921 Lincoln.
BEAUTIFUL
iZ3 EEC I EED "1 1 jEC FRENCH-GRE- Y(STER7FOR RENT To lady or gentlemanemployed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
LING) FINISH
EMPRESS
can be ornnnnn fIisostSsnccsis
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second, and
r urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
3 tained in this city from "
ALL GROCERS
4i n
11II I II I SPANISH lessons by an easy andpractical method. 1215 Mora ave-nue. East Las Vegas, N. M. Prof.D. Trambley. -- RETAIL PRICESDEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portions of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by anLJ VJ uuu u u
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery ..30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery ....40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lb., Each Delivery, 50c per 100 let.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity t
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegs Jamous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUEPLi m M
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin-
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum-
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflam-
mation can he taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucous sur-
faces. ... ,
H Swindlers"e txDosure ot me :ian
IN THREE PARTS ; AdsWe will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) hat cannot ha cured by
Flail's Cntarrh Cure. Send for circul-
ars frea.
Are Best,
'Market "FindersF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation. Adv. -
BURNS PERSONALLY APPEARS IN TEE PRODUCTION WHICH VIVIDLY PORTRAYS
DETECTIVE
METHODS OF CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION THAT HAVE MADE HIM THE
GREATEST SLEUTH OF ALL TIME. THE STORY IS BASED ON ACTUAL EXPERIENCES
IN HIS CA1EER. HISS ALICE JOYCE, KALEII'S CELEBRATED LEAHINS LADY, HEADS THE
SUPPORTING COMPANY.
0 COPA84
- t! X V.
ClttsslfleC d. tfich out the people to wcom amont i
those who MIGHT E?Y the particular ttlaj is worth snoai.
That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST 1 eoM
who reeds the to tale Mwspaper end woaid eever kesj
your property unless It were eOlvertised kere.
Others- - who read and ans er ads. la this aewtaeer weal u
are anxious u pay cash for) books, automobiles, sd maehl7
and furniture, articlse of vml ulness t amy sort, ' and maslea fa- -
trumeBta. ,
As the classified ads, are read ky ail possible bay01s, of all Yj
sible sorts of thlajs, they kave come to be Cndwre or the beet irm
keta.
Tiir REATEST DETECTIVE PICTURES EVER HADE
10c to Allamission, IN2A-
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across the effluent muscles. It is well OLD SERVANTS WERE BES OF COURSE f f f r t r rs rthat you didn't wait 'till morr. i.."Noiuier or u: g;r;s was: :" n ana Kate Douglas Wiggin's Story of the
tomlcil terms, tat they !.:; Lad the Aged Butler's Great Sense of
Responsibility,same idea that the doctor was havmm the doctor Jing all the fun to himself, and it so
bered them. When he had finished Kate Douglas Wiggin at her recent
authors' luncheon in New York, talkedwith the ankle of one he turned to that
of the other. . No swelling.' No sign of
a twist He was either a fool-doct-
about servants for this was a lunch
eon of Woman authors, and when di
or else he was meeting their fun more women ever foregather without tackthan half-wa- ' -
By JOHN PHILIP ORTH.
"Father and mother are going for
two weeks, and If you can only come
down we will have an awful time." .
So wrote Miss Clara Joslyn to her
city friend, Mis Irene Morton, and the
promise of the "awful time" caused an
ling the servant problein?
"Did yen ever!" exclaimed Miss The best servants are the old
fashioned ones," Mrs. Wiggin saidIrene wlvin he had drnnrted.
"You sa;:i ii void in- ruth a loke!
"These family retainersaccused Miss ciiiia.
"I ought to have giggled."appearance at the country seat.
are conscientious beyond belief. It Is
almost pathetic to see how deeply at
heart they have the interests of the
The program as outlined by Miss "If you had I'd have pushed you outClara in her mind for the entertain
o
o
o
o
o
o
family they work for.ment of her friend was:
of the window! And he's coming again
in the morning! And he says we must
hop around instead of walking! Aren't "There Is a very aristocratic oldNew York family living In Washingyou a daisy of a marplot!"
. Driving out with tlie pony and cart
and having adventures. Going in swim-
ming In the creek. Killing crabs along
the Bame creek. Climbing up the hill
ton square. This family's butler isurn you understand his big now nearly seventy. He and his fawords?
back of the house and rolling down ther before him have served in the
one house since the revolution or
, "Not a one of them, nor he didn't,himself! I'll wager he lias us going onBetting the dog on book agents
and
peddlers. Killing snakes down by the almost since the revolution.crutches after tomorrow!"
willows. Putting a frog in the garden But Providence came along to help
"The old butler's sense of responsi-
bility extends even to the debutante
First Summer Girl Mj physician
told me never to go Into water after
a hearty meal.
Second Summer Girl Most people
know that much without being told:
When I want a hearty meal I hope I
know enough to go Into a restaurant
after It
er's bed. me gins out. She did it by first bringThere were a few other things on daughter of the house, a pretty girl
o
0of eighteen. At a recent large dinnerthe program, but the above are sum ing aDout almost a tragedy. Aa thevictims were going up to their roomsfor the night, hopp'np; from stair tocient to show that there were to be no party this girl devoted herself to thehandsome young man on her right,dull hours. stair and giggling at wry hop, Misstiara lost her balance ;.:id fell back"Now, girls, be as steady as old
maids while we are gone," cautioned
turning entirely too "much of her
shoulder to the elderly curmudgeon on ALWAYS TOUCHING HIM
her other side.Mrs. Joslyn.
"We will."
wards, and a she went the draggedher guest with her. When they
brought uj at the foot of the stairs onehad her knee-ca-p out of place and the
"The good butler noticed this and
"Aunt Jane Is to have charge of the it worried him. He did not wish the
debutante daughter of the oldestother a broken collarbone.
3
o
o
house In New York to get a reputa"Now you've done it!" shouted Aunt
house."
"We will mind her like children."
"Don't get the telephone out of or-
der, and don't set the house afire."
"We surely won't."
Jano a3 the rushed around In excite tion for rudeness, such as so many
nouveaux riches debutantes have, and
so, during the game course, under
ment. "1 don't believe either one of
you sprained your ankle! You werejust making a fool of the doctor. I pretext of filling the young lady's"If anything should happen"
Mr, Joslya as he turned back at glass with champagne, he whisperedcan't make out the girls of today." o
C3
hurriedly:
"Well, here are two girls of todaythe gate.'
"But nothing can happen!" " 'A little more conversation to thethat want a doctor," replied Clara.
"The same one?" left, miss.'"The first thing on the program was
Oh, yes. He made such a quick
cure of our ankles that we must givs KISS IN DARK FOR ECONOMY
a drive in the pony cart, and that
drive was the beginning of heaps ol
things. They were not a mile from the
house when they espied a lone man
and horse and buggy coming towards
him tuts Job!"
'What has happened?" asked the It Was Jersey Husband's Way, Says
o
o
doctor, as he arrived an hour later. Wife, Who Sues Him for
Divorce,them from the village. 'We have 'got over being funny!
"I am quite sure that Is the new
said Miss Clara. "Take a good Say, doctor,
we feel "
"Never mind."
"We felt that"
A novel way for a married man tolook at him as we pass."
"
"What for?" ' solve the high cost of living problemis to avoid maintaining a home, leav-
ing his wife to live with her folks
"There there! If you talk it will Marian Mrs. Swift is the most exbring on a fever.""They say that while he's a smartyoung man he isn't getting enough
practice in the village to keep a cat
travagant woman I ever met. Heraad he remaining with his people.The doctor had a practice within a husband can't keep her in check.That is ;'t a Jersey City man didmonth, but it was more than a year bealive." Myrtle No; all he can do is tobis wife alleges in her proceedingsfore he had Miss Clara Joslyn. She
"That's too bad. . It may drive him keep her In checks.for divorce.
to suicide." didn't exactly know whether shewanted to marry a doctor or not, but They were married in 1898 and
o
o
o
o
o
"He doesn't know me, and I wonder when convinced that she was liable to DIDN'T WANT TO EATparted two years later. She declaredhe never supported her, only kissedIf he will raise his hat?" fall down stairs any day, she gave her
her in the dark, and his idea of havhand. And when she wrote to Miss
ing a good time with her was whenIrene about it the latter replied:
Dr. Phil Armour had put up his sign
In the village of Greenbriar many
weeks ago, but there had not been a
single call for his services. The ailing
lie called Sunday evenings and took"You are all right, but where does
her out for a walk.my giggle come in?"
She even charges that when he In(Copyright. 1913, by the McCIure News
paper Syndicate.) rited her to have an ice cream soda
he always first got the nickel fromVICENEWENGLAND HAS A
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in (an order right away
with
THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
her. His meanness, she averred, was
shown only to her in that he' stayed
Drinking of Wood Alcohol Declared out at nights and that his bank ac- - ojunt, started in IS'jS, had reached
only $219.54, including interest, twelve
to Be a Growing Practice in
Tha Country,
Every one knows the torture
years later. fmffW PIS!Ml Jlilli:The husband insisted' he had supthrough which opium victims pass. ported her and that he had paid her
doctor's bills. She admitted he had mmmmmmHappily we are comparatively freefrom the scourge of this drug, yet we
have on a considerable scale a vice
paid the physician, but insisted the
she required the services of the
medical man was that she had notwhich is as disastrous in its conse
mm
o
o
o
o
quences, the Manchester Guardian hud enough to eat. The case Is before
Judge McDermott, of Jersey City, whoIt Is the drinking of inenthylated hvis directed the lawyers to file briefs.
New York Tribune. The Conductor (looking into Pullspirits (wood alcohol), which makesmaniacs of its worshipers, bringing
before the tortured and fevered vis-
ions of its victims horrible specters
man compartment) Half hour for
dinner;Frankly Answered.Laudatory remarks about Black Orp The Groom Don't hold the train upwhich send men and women into fits in stons, Plymouth Rocks and other
fancy breeds of fowl a few days ago for us, my dear fellow: we're not atof frenzied desperation. all hungry.The vice is rampant among the reminded Congressman Henry Allen
Cooper of a chicken dinner in
ones said it was risky to trust them-
selves to a young practitioner. Dr
Armour was far from starving and he
was feeding his horse oats three times
a day, but he was ambitious and Impa-
tient. He knew the members of the
Joslyn family by sight only, but when
about to pass the pony cart he took
the risk of raising his hat to the occu-
pants and received two bows in
"Why, he's quite " ex
claimed Miss Irene when they passed
-
"Yes!" .
"But he had a mournful look."
"It struck me so."
"As if the world was against him?"
"Yes."
"I say that it's a shame that old doc-
tors won't let young doctors catch
on!"
"I think so, too."
There was Bilence for the next five
minutes, and then it was Miss Irene
who spoke.
"Look here, Clara, I'll tell you how
we can have lots of fun, and help
the doctor at the same time." '
"Go ahead;"
"When we get out of the cart at
home we twist our ankles."
"We do!"
"You will twist your right one and
I my left."
; "I see."
"We hobble into the house. W
groan. We telephone for Dr. Armour
He comes. It will be known all ovei
the village that he has called here
professionally."
"But what about the twisted an-
kles?" was asked.
"Oh, we'll tell him that It wasn't
such a bad twist after all, and that we
are using bandages of arnica or witcb
hazel.
"It'll be fun to see him come rushing
In."
"But you are such a hand to giggle!
I wouldn't have him think we were
making game of him for any money."
berry pickers of Scotland, and a police
Inspector stated that a third of the
pickers were addicted to the practice
THE NOVELTY GONE
The dinner, the congressman said,
o
o
o
o
Out of 200 cases, it was stated
every third person had become drunk
was given by a colored man named
Ebenezer White, and the guest of the
evening was George Washingtonon menthylated spirits. The
r vic
Green, chief deacon of the little churchtims were men, women and girls in
their 'teens. that White occasionally attended.
A writer tells of the awful suffering Grace, of course, was eloquently
said, and at its conclusion Mr. White
began to carve the chicken. Then Dea
of these people, having seen them
rolling in agony and seized with ter-
rible convulsions, mingling prayers con Green became facetious.
with their shrieking curses. The dev "Bruddau White," he smilingly re
marked, "do dat nex' do' neighbor obilish pictures, in their mind force de-
spairing yells and groans from these yo'u keep chickens?"
people, whose suffering cannot be told. No, Bah!" came the prompt re
Like the fruit pickers who every sponse of Mr. White, as he deftly pried
year take the tragedy of their sordid onelose a well-roaste- d wing, "but he trytard 'nuff to keep 'em." Philadelphia
Telegraph.
lives from the wurat parts of Loudon
into the gardens of England, the berry
o
o
o
o
o
o
pickers are drawn from the moat bat
tered derelicts of humanity. Many of
them have always been strangers to
fortune and each night when they are AV1 w
paid, as is customary with this class
of worker, there Is an orgy Wifey You don't love me any more.
Hubby What's the matter now?
Wifey You don't seem half as
anxious to beat the rugs as you were
year ago.
Age and Celebrity.
"In a few days," says a letter In' a
Vienna paper, "Adelina Patti, born In
Madrid of Italian parents, will reach
the age of seventy. Since her seventh
years, when she made her first appear-mic-
on the concert state, she has
been known the world over, and al-
though she is now the Baroness Ceder-Ftro-
we know her still as Patti. She
was only a little girl when, In 1859,
Bhe appeared in 'Lucia di Lammer-moor- ,'
and as Rosina In 'The Barber,'
but she never, In the course of her
long stage career, received greater
apuiause than she did on those occa-
sions. I heard her when she came to
Vienna for the first time, in 18C3. I
remember it so well, and also my en-
thusiasm, that it seems difficult to
think of the singer as seventy years
old except when I look in the mirror.
NOTHING TO FEAR
o PHONE MAIN' 2
Menthj luted spirit drinking among
the berry pickers is not new, anct
there is evidence that It is growing.
One woman, crawling to her work
after a vile debauch said the spirit
.made her .forget what she was.
Perhaps the vice grows because the
spirit's much cheaper than whisky.
For a few coppers a picker can obtain
enough spirit, with the addition of a
little water, to half fill an ordinary
whisky bottle, and the terrible stuff
is many times stronger than the most
newly run whisky.
While the sot, the hopeless drunk-
ard and the fallen woman can satis-
fy the craving which tortures them so
easily and cheaply there will be no
hope of stamping out the curse of this
slow but certain poison.
a
"Oh, I'll keep my giggles between
my teeth 'till he is gone."
The twists took place according tc
schedule. Aunt Jane was so com
pletely hoodwinked that she got band
ages and arnica and did the telephon
lng. When Dr. Armour arrived each
young lady sat with her foot on a stool
and there wab a strong smell of arnica
In the air. '
"Is It a bad sprain?" was asked.
'
"Not so very," was answered in
chorus.
Bandaged up?"
"Yes."
"But I had best overhaul them. The
bandage must give support to certain
tendons or you may be lame for life."
"But Aunt Jane put the bandagee
en, and she's an old nurse."
"And yet may not know how to
bandage properly."
The doctor sank down on one kne
and began to unwind the bandage from
Miss Clara's ankle. If she protested
further she must admit the Joke!
When the flesh came Into view tha
doctor looked wise and said:
"Bad sprain very bad! You can't
do any walking for a week! Good
thing I removed the bandage."
Miss Irene suppressed a giggle and
winked at Miss Clara.
"I find that the auricula was press-
ing against the calciferous, and thai
the bandage was wound too tightlj
:i v.
Question of Beaut.
"Don't you think a woman's appre-
ciation of beauty la greater than a
man's?"
"No," replied Mr. Growcher; "not
If you Judge by the dogs they make
pets of."
j THE ONLY UNION OFFICE IN TOWN
The
Marshall was enjoy-
ing the dignity of his position thor-
oughly until a friend pointed out to
him these paragraphs In Woodrow Wil-
son's "Congressional Government:"
"There is very little to be said about
the of the United States.
His position is one of anomalous insig-
nificance.
"His chief dignity, next to presiding
over the senate, lies in the circum-
stance that he la awaiting the death
or disability of the president. And the
chief embarrassment in discussing his
oflice Is that. In explaining how littH
there la to be said about it, one btut
evidently said all there is to say."
oRuling Passion.
"Women certainly do make them
selves ridiculous going crazy over bat-
tered up football players."
"But then women always did have
a passion for remnants,"
"People are unjust: they say that 1
am afraid of work."
"I don't see how they i' sav so.
fOU never pet nevr cuush to '.arl
to have It nana sou." r .'"N -- "' s" y'N , "'"n r--, ,
" m V'' W' KKS KJ ..
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SILight automobile, lamps at C o"clock
this evening.
Fancy Spanola comb h6ney, 20c, 2
for 35c, at Papen's Adv.i;
lxTry a dram or Old Taylor Bourbonat the Opera Bar. Adv. v -
IliililSOlTS
FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN
Navy blue serge specially
tailored by
Adler Rochester
to sell for
S25.00
Fancy La Cueva apples $1.60 per
box, at Papen's Adv.
jrw j?", jy?, y r fY r ;?t w;
DEVILED OYSTERS
'"jjCAKE one pint oysters and chop fine. Put
into saucepan with one teaspoonful of melt-
ed butter and a gill of cream. Season with cayenne
and salt and add J cupful of rolled cracker crumbs.
Put on the stove and allow to simmer 5 minutes,
stirring gently. Then put in a baking dish,
sprinkle bread crumbs and butter over top and
bake until top is a rich golden brown.
J. H. STEARNS
PURE MINGS TO EAT
Copies of the photos of the Lubin
company now on display in front of
The SAME SUIT would sellthe Photoplay theater may be obtain-
ed at the Shumate studio. Adv.
THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES
M&kes our store thss Rlug Headquarters forLa.s Vegsvs
BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE
J. C. JOHNSEN (& SON
elsewhere for $32.50 B SSv ,wW I Ml's,f M
We also can show you a large seFlnch'i Golden Wedding Rye, agedin wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
lection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, srjeciallv
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95, $15.00 and $18.00.
The ladles of St. Paul's Guild will We will press suits bought from
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October us, once a month for one year free.
25 beginning at 2 o'clock, in Graaf
and Hayward's butcher shoD. Adv. AICHERT'CT 1 "--Clothing Store-- v3The University club will hold its v Jefferson Raynolds. President.E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. . s. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hailed Raynolds. Cashier. H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.first meeting tonight at the Y. M. C. Correct Garments for MenA. at 8 o'clock. All men interested in
current events are invited to be pres
ent.
Special sale on Millinery Saturday,
au street hats at half price. One- -A marriage license was issued yes third off trimmed hats. Mrs. Stand-is- h.
Adv. -terday
afternoon at the court house to
Rita Montoya, aged 16, aud Placido FIRST NATIONAL BAN!Lobato, aged 20. Parents' consent was
given for both. The young couple Managers Duncan and Browne have
arranged for an excellent .film starare residents of Cuesta. . ' 3 OF LAS VEGAS. N. Mring Detective Burn?, which will be
There will be a meeting tonight at
the association of the commlttea inV
shown at the Browne theater tonight.
The chicken dinner to be served
Tuesday night by the ladles of thA
charge of the Halloween social to be
be given at the Y. M. C. A. next Christian church will cost 35 cents.wtsek. All members of this commit It. will be worth considerably moretee are requested to be present
Capital, JlOO.OOo; Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Tlma BcposSts
iima mar, amount. The, place is .507
Sixth streetThe Peons and Bankers wiU bowl
II Is Commonly
Agreed
among mothers of good
taste who know the value
offgood clothing that
XTRAGOOa represents
a perfect combination of
style, qualty and value you
will find in no other childs
suit. Your boy's suit should
do more than merely clothe
h i m along conventional
lines, it should worthly re-
present him and you can
best accomplish this by
clothing him in an
XTRAGQOn
tonight at the Elks' club for the fourth At the request of the Woman's Cluhtime this season. The Bankers are
of Las Vegas Dr. Jacob H. Landau has
consented to show his atfirp.nnHr.nn
confident of victory, having defeated
the Peons In the last game played. All
Elks and their ladies are invitled to pictures of the Holy Land at the
witness the game. Browne theater Monday evening. The
proceeds of the entertainment are to
be used in helping a worthy family In
Las Vegas that is in straitened
circumstances.
A marriage license was Issued this
morning at the court house to Joe 1,050 FULLY EQUIPPt 0 AT YOUR BOO
Malouf, aged 21, of aL Junta, and
Mary Maloof, aged 18. of Las Vegas.
-t-hat's ail Miss Maloof is the daughter of OfcaidoMaloof, the Bridge street merchant
Despite the similarity of their names
the young couple are not related.Las Veqss IMI 8 Power Co. e
Wednesday evening the last issue
Now that the larger part of the dead
leaves have fallen from the trees, a
lot of work is In view for each resi-
dent. The dead leaves do not im-
prove the residences' appearance and
can be burned or destroyed with lit-
tle effort. Now is the time, say the
officials who work for the betterment
of the city's appearance, and they re-
quest each resident to take immedi-
ate steps for the removal of all leaves
from the property.
of the Denver Times mder the old
manasement was published and this Suit. The Styles and Fa
paper will now be controlled in conav ail r.uro delivery wagou ll brics shown by us for Fallnection with the Rocky Mountaininsures Prompt Deliver lea at Minimum Expense News. J. C. Schaffer, owner of seven
newspapers, bought the Denver TimesQui' i livery means satisfied customers and more customers whom vou can OVERLAND 'MODEd. 59 Tare handsomer than ever
before.satislj durable in construction, reliable in oneration chenncr than linrse nnwnr and will run trie newspaper In n
with the Rocky Mountain
News.
"Two months from tonight will be
Christmas Eve," said the Philosopherr i ' . .
-
- ; n or The Optic this morning, "and thisMiss Grace Lenhard. who has
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-
strator show you
....is
Los Vegas Autoniobile & Mocbloe Co
is a hint for housewifes and all othf v ri mil,
ers to prepare to do their shopping
early.' Already the local business
I
managed the El Porvenir resort dur-
ing the past summer, this morning
$tated that the establishment in the
Gallinas canyon had been closed, and
unless a new lessee took charge of
the resort it would remain closed all
winter. James McKay, formerly man
Phjne Main 344, Wm. Whalen, Prop,WALLACE ENDS EXPLORATIONNew York, Oct. 24. Dillon Wallace
houses are preparing for this season
and the usual run of Christmas gifts
are being prepared for sale. The
daughter of a household says the
following concerning this season:
has concluded his exploration work In
You must do your shopping early: doager of this resort, is in Las Vegas
and may consider it., it early, mother dear,
Labrador and is safe at St Johns, N.
F. His sister, Miss Anne Wallace of
Beacon, N. Y., received a letter from
him today, postmarked at St. Johns,
saying that he would be home In a
"ireek.
Or:rwe shall hear the Bame old o.rv- ? ;rirS. After a hearing this morning before that went around last year.
In lessi than sixty days will come that
THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN WAGON
Justice of the Peace Felix Garcia y
Gutierrez, Benedict Montoya was
bound over to the grand jury on the sweetly
solemn thought,
The middle of December and there't
charge of rape. His bail was fixed at not a present bought.Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from $500, which he arranged to furnish.
Miss Manuelita Rubio is the complainZCiiARLES HFELD COMPANY, Assists SliOiCfjEi S rrLANDAU'S LECTUREFULL OF INTEREST
ant against Montoya. She says that
the young man enticed her to the
vicinity of the Las Vegas roller mills
on the night of October 19 and there
forced her to submit to his wishes.
The girl is about 15 years of ago, it
is said, while Montoya Is In the neigh-
borhood of 21 years.
AT THE I10?.!E OF
Iiflic BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE REMARKS UPON THE HOLY LANDWORTHY 6f STRICTEST
ATTENTIONRomaine Fielding's new automo
DELICIOUS
.EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE
Genuine Camembert
bile, or "plaything," as he classes it,
arrived in Las Vegas this morning.
At noon Mr. Fielding was seen spinA FRESH SHIPMENT OF
ning over the city in the toy. This
runabout has a speed capacity that is
unknown and perhaps will remain so J
as long as.. Mr. Fielding keeps it off
the race track. The horsepower is
The lecture on "The Holy Laiid7
given last night at the Duncan opera
house by Dr. Jacob H. Landau, was
an interesting and scholarly disserta-
tion. Having visited the place and
personally inspected every inch of
the country described by him, Dr.
Landau was able to present a most
graphic description of the most
section of the earth's sur-
face. The land where the worship
of the Living God was fostered has
a peculiar attraction for readers and
travelers.
Dtf. Landau's lecture was dllus.
You ought to eat our
"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast
CHEESE JUST RECEIVED
Fr: tefige de Camembert, Fromae de Brie, Neul-- t
iiutel, Sierra, Pimento Cream and Iowa Cream
Chfpse, Milwaukee Brick, Swiss and American
Chetse.
,
' "
..
rated at 80 strong and the car weighs
over 4,000 pounds. Chief of Police Gross, Kelly &' Co.
Sole Agents
T!en Coles is preparing to watch Mr.
Fielding closely with the view of
catching that gentleman speeding,
it is said.
trated by 100 stereopticon views, giv
Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries
ing the audience the advantage of ailMF h HAiTMRD 0 PP' iSCO, on l:a tlD: 17
STOfE MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
personally conducted trip through the
Hold Land. Music of the Holy Land,
sung in the language of the Holy Land
by the choir of Temple Montefiore,
of w"hlch Mrs. Charles O'Malley is
directress- - and Mrs. Ryman, Mrs.
Prentiss, Georges Smith ard Leon Guy
are members, was an interesting fea-
ture of the program.
The lecture was given as the clos-
ing number of the Las Vegas hospital
course.
Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS
Have the in cleaned u the
Floor with the
VACUUM CLEANER
Far Particulars Telephone Main 35
1 ill
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